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We are happy to present to you our catalogue for London International
Antiquarian Book Fair 2016. This is our third Olympia fair and we wanted to
celebrate it by making the biggest catalogue so far! It is also very diverse - we
brought together 80 items on the most important subjects created in Russia. All
books are carefully selected for our customers who woudn't be disappointed
whatever they may choose.
Science category as usual presented by rare influential works as well as
Literature: here one can find one of the highlights of our list — Tolstoy's first
book «War stories». For those who prefer 20th century Russian writers we
prepared not only classical «The Cherry Orchard» but also first Bulgakov's «Fatal
Eggs» and one of the early Pasternak's first books, long before he became Nobel
laureate.The most impressive part of the list is Russian Avant-garde and
Constructivism category with 15 books produced by the best Russian artists like
Rodchenko and Stepanova, Zdanevich brothers, Telingater, Petrov-Vodkin,
Nathan Altman and even Pablo Picasso. But some may see our Travel category
as the most impressive - 15 finest books on Russian travels and discoveries —
from the North Pole, through Pacific to Siberia and Asia it goes to Africa and
even reaches the Antarctic.
Our new interesting catagories is what we would love our customers to note.
Bibliography is presented with the rare very first description of the library in
Russia and Shibanov's desiderata list. Probably the most exciting thing of the
list is in Autographs category — Eisenstein's erotic sketches made in 1942. Quite
a few firsts can be found in Translations including a very fine and rare copy of
the first Macbeth in Russian. Photography is presented with two wonderful
photo albums: one depicts life in Uzbekistan and another — the plague that
came to a small village in Tajikistan (Russia then) and was defeated by Russian
doctors. One more highlight of our list and our favourite hides in Children's
books — a tale in Yiddish illustrated by El Lissitzky. Other children's books are
not just beautifully illustrated but very rare as well.
Come see us at the stand #B03 at the fair to hear more about the books from
our list!
Bookvica team

Bookvica is antiquarian bookseller specializing in Russia and the neighbourhood
countries. We have a bookshop in Tbilisi (Georgia) and an office in Moscow.
Bookvica is a member of International League of Antiquarian Booksellers and The
Guild of Antiquarian Booksellers of Russia.
books@bookvica.com
+7 985 218 6937, +995 (032) 243 0117
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[ F I R S T A P P E A R E N C E I N P R I N T B Y D O S TOY E V S KY ]

Dostoyevsky, F.M. Bednye liudi [i.e. Poor Folk] // Peterburgskii sbornik,
izdannyi N. Nekrasovym [St. Petersburg Collection Published by N.
Nekrasov]. St. Petersburg: V tipografii Eduarda Pratsa, 1846. [4], 560
pp. 8vo. Contemporary half leather binding. Some light foxing, corners
worn, spine rubbed with a couple of small abrasions, but sound; early
ink ownership inscription to the front free endpaper, later bookplate of
A. V. Leont’ev to front pastedown.
First edition, containing (on pp. [1]–166) Dostoyevsky’s first novel, Poor
Folk.
«No debut in Russian literature has been described more vividly
than that of Dostoevsky, and few, in truth, created so widespread and
sensational a stir. Dostoevsky’s account is well known, though he
considerably exaggerates and sentimentalizes his own innocence and
naiveté. «Early in the winter [of 1845], suddenly, I began to write Poor
Folk, my first novel; before that I had never written anything. Having
finished the novel, I did not know what to do with it, and to whom it
should be submitted.» The truth … is a good deal different. Dostoevsky
knew very well what he wished to do with his novel … ‘There can be
no doubt, however, about what occurred when the novel was ready.
Grigorovich [the writer Dmitry Grigorovich, 1822–1900] was profoundly
impressed and moved by the work; he took it to Nekrasov; and both
young literati shed tears over the sad plight of Dostoevsky’s characters.
Acting on the impulse of the moment, they rushed to Dostoevsky’s
apartment at four o’clock in the morning … to convey their emotion.
The next day Nekrasov brought it to Belinsky, who greeted it with equal
warmth and appreciation. P.V. Annenkov visited Belinsky while the critic
was plunged in Dostoevsky’s manuscript; and he has left a less well
known but graphic account of Belinsky’s enthusiasm at his discovery.
‘On one of my visits to Belinsky, before dinnertime, when he used to
rest from his morning writing, I saw him from the courtyard of his house
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standing at his parlor window and holding a large copy-book in his
hands, his face showing all the signs of excitement. He noticed me,
too, and shouted: ‘Come up quickly, I have something new to tell you
about.’ ‘You see this manuscript?’ he continued, after we shook hands.
‘I haven’t been able to tear myself away from it for almost two days
now. It’s a novel by a beginner, a new talent; what this gentleman looks
like and what his mental capacity is I do not know yet, but his novel
reveals such secrets of life and characters in Russia as no one before
him even dreamed of. Just think of it—it’s the first attempt at a social
novel we’ve had, and done, moreover, in the way artists do their work;
I mean, without themselves suspecting what will come out of it. The
matter in it is simple … but what drama, what types! I forgot to tell
you, the artist’s name is Dostoevsky …’» (Frank, Dostoesvky: the Seeds of
Revolt, pp. 137–8).
The volume also contains works by Belinsky, Herzen, Maikov, Nekrasov,
Odoevsky, Panaev, Sollogub, and Turgenev (Pomeshchik, Tri portreta,
and translations of Byron and Goethe), plus Kroneberg’s translation of
Macbeth.
Kilgour. 826.
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[ F I R S T B I O G R A P H Y O F D O S TOY E V S KY ]

Miller, Orest. Biografiya, pis’ma i zametki iz zapisnoi knizhki F.M.
Dostoevskogo. S portretom F.M. Dostoyevskogo i prilozheniyami [i.e. The
Biography, Letters and Notes from F.M. Dostoyevsky’s Notebook. With His
Portrait and Applications]. St. Petersburg: Tip. A.S. Suvorina, 1883. [4],
332, 375, 122, V pp., 1 ill. (front.) 23x15,5 cm. Contemporary quarter
leather binding with owner’s initials on the spine stamped in blind.
Rubbed, occasional foxing, bookplate (R.A. Evdokomov). Very good.
According to the
Worldcat the only
two copies found
in Poland and
Netherlands.

Rare first edition of the first biography of Fyodor Mikhailovich
Dostoyevsky, printed 2 years after his death. It came out in separate
edition and then was included in collected works by Dostoyevsky by
the same publisher.
The first biographer was Orest Fyodorovich Miller (1833-1889), the
historian of literature, folklorist and publicist. His relationships with
Dostoyevsky was very different as the time went by. In 1874 Dostoyevsky
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wrote in his notebooks: ‘What we see is ghoulish studdy liberalists like
Orest Miller who already worn out their odd little ideas, they are almost
regretting the changes – the emancipation of the serfs etc’. However
soon after Miller published his essay ‘Russian literature after Gogol’
Dostoyevsky changed his position and called Miller ‘honest’ among
the ‘liberal frauds’. Dostoyevsky and Miller were spending a lot of time
together in late 1870s. In this book Miller was able to capture some
of the aspects of personal life of Dostoyevsky he knew, for example,
describing the home and working cabinet of the writer.
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[ TO L S TOY ’ S F I R S T B O O K ]

Tolstoy, Lev Nikolaevich. Voyennyie rasskazy [i.e. The War Stories]. St.
Petersburg: Tipografiya glavnogo chtaba e.i.v. po voenno-uchebnym
zavedeniyam, 1856. [4], 382, 1 pp. 19,5x13 cm. Contemporary quarter
leather. Raised bands, the title, author’s name and previous owner’s
initials gilt on the spine. Fine.
The last copy
that was sold
at auction went
for 34850 GBP
(Christies, Nov 21,
2012).
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The first book by the author. Rare. According to N. Smirnov-Sokolskii it
took him ‘quite a while’ to find this book for his collection.
The stories were written by Tolstoy when he was serving in Sebastopol
during Crimean War. The short story Sebastopol in December of 1854
quickly became popular among the readers in Russia and even Emperor
Nicolas I asked to ‘take care of the talented officer’. That was the
beginning of recognition on national level for 28-year-old author.
Tolstoy’s impressions during this war later were used in War and Peace.
The roots of the pacifist and anti-patriotic ideas that he formulated
later in his life also lie in this book.
Smirnov-Sokolskii. 1190; not in Kilgour.

[ T H E C H E R RY O R C H A R D : F I R S T A P P E A R A N C E I N P R I N T ]

Chekhov, A.P. Vishnevyi sad [i.e. The Cherry Orchard] // Sbornik
tovarishchestva ‘’Znanie’’ za 1903 god. Kniga vtoraya [i.e. Collection
of the Association ‘’Znanie’’ (‘Knowledge’) for the year 1903. Vol. II].
St. Petersburg: Znanie, 1904. 8vo. [4], 318, [2] pp. Original publisher’s
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wrappers. Spine is carefully restored.
First printing of Chekhov’s The Cherry Orchard. Rare in original wrappers.
The complete version is included here in the second volume of the
‘Znanie’ almanac for 1903, on pp. 29–105, together with pieces by
Kuprin, Skitalets, Chirikov, and Yushkevich. This was the last play written
by Chekhov and it became his magnum opus and one of the best-known
Russian plays ever. The author died later the same year.
This is the earliest version of the text. Its first appearance as a discreet
volume followed later the same year (St. Petersburg: Marx, 1904) and
introduced some minor changes and corrections.
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[ F I R S T FATA L E G G S ]

Bulgakov, M. Rokovyie yaitsa [i.e. The Fatal Eggs] // Nedra. № 6. Moscow,
1925. Pp. 79-148. 23x16 cm. Contemporary owner’s cloth binding.
Wrapper is preserved. Very good, text block is a bit loose. Owner’s
inscription on the blank leaf before the title.
This is the first publication of the sci-fi novella printed in February of
1925 – half a year before it appeared in Dyavoliada (i.e. The Diaboliad),
the collection of stories. It was written in October of 1924 in Moscow.
The novella had a different ending at first which is known as he read
it aloud on 27th of December to the co-op Nikitinskiye subottniki. One
of the sources for the plot was H.G. Wells’ The Food of the Gods and How
It Came to Earth. Another literary influence was The War of the Worlds
where the death of aliens was caused by a pathogen bacteria (similarly
in The Fatal Eggs snakes died from cold weather). There was one more
interesting source which came from a newspaper in Feodosia (Crimea)
in 1921 about a giant reptile spotted in mountains to capture which a
regiment of Red Guards was deployed.
Although there were positive responses, upon the whole the novel
was viewed as dangerous and anti-Soviet. Bulgakov was aware that
the story might be displeasing to the authorities – after presenting the
story at a literary evening in late 1924, he wrote in his diary: «Is it a
satire? Or a provocative gesture? ... I’m afraid that I might be hauled off
... for all these heroic feats». Later his books were banned and he wasn’t
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allowed to print any of his new works (according to his own calculations
in ten years there were 298 bad and 3 good reviews).
«While being an example of early science fiction at its best, The Fatal
Eggs is also an incubator for the distinctive satire and surrealism that
we find in The Master and Margarita, Bulgakov’s masterpiece. Written in
1924 during Stalin’s rise to power, The Fatal Eggs attacks the Bolsheviks’
belief that scientific development could lead to human perfection: the
miraculous light ray is revolutionary red» (The Guardian).
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[ F I R S T C O L L E C T I O N O F N A R R AT I V E P O E M S B Y PA S T E R N A K ]

Pasternak, B. Poemy [i.e. The Poems]. Moscow: Sovetskaya literatura,
1933. 165, [2] pp. 18x14 cm. Publisher’s cardboard and dustwrapper.
Pale stains on the boards, dustwrapper in good condition.
Rare in dustwrapper.
The first edition of the collected narrative poems by Boris Pasternak.
Design by Sergei Bigos (1895-1937), Soviet artist famous for his
woodcut book illustrations. 1 of 5000 copies.
The book includes poet’s biggest narrative poems such as Year NineteenFive, Lieutenant Schmidt and Spectorsky. In the beginning of the 1930s
Pasternak was considered one of the leading poets. Both Year NineteenFive and Lieutenant Schmidt, historical revolutionary poems, were well
received. But later the situation rapidly changed and he was criticized
for not staying only in the field of proletarian art. As a result he didn’t
print a thing since 1936 till 1943.
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[ A C A D E M Y O F S C I E N C E S R E G U L AT I O N S ]

Reglament imperatorskoy akademii nauk [i.e. The Regulations of the
Imperial Academy of Sciences]. St. Petersburg: Academy of Sciences,
1803. 74, [4] pp. 20x12 cm. Contemporary full leather. New endpapers.
Overall a clean copy in a very good condition.
Worldcat locates
3 copies.
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Rare.
These regulations consisting of 139 paragraphs were adopted by
Emperor Alexander Pavlovich instead of general rules that were
formulated in 1747 and served since. The author of these regulations
was Nikolay Novosiltsev (1761-1838) who was the president of
Academy at the time. He’s best known as an author of the project of
the first Russian constitution (1820) and initiator of the first Russian
circumnavigation (led by Krusenstern and Lisyansky).
The important innovations introduced by these regulations included
establishing status of ‘pupil of Academy’. These pupils were selected
from most talented students each for every academician.
In these regulations also for the first time the rule of obligatory copy
of every book printed in Russia was formulated. One copy of every book
printed in Russia was required to be sent to Library of the Academy.

[ C R E AT I N G R U S S I A N L A N G U A G E O F M AT H E M AT I C S ]

Bunyakovsky, Viktor. Leksikon chistoy i prikladniy matematiki [i.e. Lexicon
of Pure and Applied Mathematics] Vol 1. [and all]. St. Petersburg: Academy
of Sciences, 1839. X, 462, [2] pp., 8 tables, 31x25 cm. In modern periodstyled half-leather. Occasional bleak staining, text block is mostly clean.
The right bottom corner of the title had some tears, they are restored.
Provenance: stamps of the private library of M.Y. Gofman on title page
and several identical stamps in text.
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One copy
according
to WorldCat
(University of
North Carolina).
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Extremely rare.
Viktor Yakovlevich Bunyakovsky (1804-1899) is best known for his
contributions to the number theory and theory of probabilities. Also he
was the first to prove Cauchy–Schwarz inequality. Writing more than
150 works in his lifetime he has had massive influence on developing
mathematics in Russia. Originally educated in Sorbonne upon return to
Russia Bunyakovsky decided to create the vocabulary for math terms
translating them from French to Russian. This work became the first
Russian mathematic thesaurus and one of the first science vocabularies.
Bunyakovsky whose interests always lie wider than his original
specialty included terms from adjacent fields of knowledge: mechanics,
architecture, engineering etc. Bunyakovsky wrote an explanation to
every term himself. A lot of important terms were introduced for the
first time in Russian language in this book and were used ever since
helping Russian mathematical schools to develop.

[ L A N D M A R K I N N U M B E R T H E O RY ]

Chebyshev, Pafnutiy. Teoriya sravnenii [i.e. Theory of Congruences]. St.
Petersburg: Academy of Sciences, 1849. [2], X, IV, 279, [3] pp. 23x15
cm. Modern period-styled half-leather. Pencil underlinings in the first
chapter, owner’s stamp at the title. Clean copy with occasional foxing.
Near fine.
First edition of the main work by Pafnutiy Chebyshev (1821-1894). It
was written as his doctoral dissertation and became the first Russian
work on the subject and a landmark in the number theory.
Chebyshev’s work on prime numbers included the determination
of the number of primes not exceeding a given number and a proof
of Bertrand’s conjecture. Also in this book Chebyshev came close to
proving the prime number theorem solving half of the problem. The
theorem was proved fully almost 50 years later.
The book held 3 editions in Russia during Chebyshev’s lifetime, the
German translation came out in 1888 and Italian appeared in 1895.
The St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences awarded Chebyshev with
Demidov Prize for this book.
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[ T S I O L KOV S KY D E F E N D I N G H I S I D E A S ]

Tsiolkovsky, K.E. Zashchita aeronata [i.e. The Defence of the Aeronat].
Kaluga: Izdaniye avtora; E.T. Archangelskaya, 1911. 12 pp.: ill., photos.
Original illustrated wrappers. Fine.
Konstantin Tsiolkovsky (1857-1935) is a man whose ideas made the
space exploration possible. In the 1910s he has already proven that it’s
not impossible to send some kind of operated appartus into space, also
he calculated the speed and conditions of such travel. His ideas were
too ahead of their time and he met a little support. He was producing
different projects of aerostats, aeronats and dirigibles trying to find the
one that would fit his calculations. He had to publish the project using
his own money in his native town of Kaluga and send brochures out to
scientific societies and individual scientists.
This brochure is one of the early projects of Tsiolkovsky. In this brochure
Tsiolkovsky defended his ideas. He gave concrete examples of how
his works didn’t meet public’s approval but 2-3 years later different
physicists were proving him right. He continued to promote his version
of aeronat made of metal. In this book he provided specific technical
and engineering characteristics of his space vehicle.

Cover. No 10
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[FIRST RUSSIAN CRITIQUE OF PURE REASON]

Kant, I. Kritika chistogo razuma / per. M. Vladislavleva [i.e. Critique of
Pure Reason / Translated by M. Vladislavlev]. St. Petersburg: tip. N.
Tiblena (N. Nekludova), 1867. [4], IV, XXXVIII, XXXIV, 627 pp. 21x14,5
cm. In contemporary quarter leather. Scuffed boards and few pieces
are missing, Soviet bookshops’ stamps, previous owner’s ink signature
on several pages, pen signature and bookplate on the front endpapers
(«From books of professor D.S. Ozeretskovsky», a famous Soviet
psychiatrist and bibliophile (1899-1995), one of the founders of the
group psychotherapy and close friend of Mikhail Bulgakov). Otherwise
good.
First Russian translation.
Translated by Russian historian of philosophy M.I. Vladislavlev. This
publication was a significant event for Russia’s cultural life at that
moment. It promoted Kant’s ideas but even though a big amount of
work was done the translation caries mistakes and distortions, even of
the main notions (like ‘Ding an sich’).
In Russia Kant was an important figure, and attitude towards
his philosophy work was complicated and ambiguous. With the
development of high education different approaches to interpretation
of Kant’s philosophy have shaped. Perception of his work was particular
for every town - Moscow, Kiev, St. Petersburg, Kharkiv. Kant’s philosophy
was spreading in waves (three overall), for example, at first it was
introduced by professors Melman and Schaden in Moscow University
who actively started to promote it; Karamzin published kind reviews,
and finally first translations were printed («Osnovopolozheniye k
metafizike nravov», Moscow, 1803; translated from German by Yakov
Ruban). The first printed reference to Kant in Russia was made in 1790
by Melman (in Latin), and the first mention in Russian was made by
Karamzin in 1791 (it was a letter about meeting the philosopher). All
this together with Kant’s election to the Academy of Sciences in 1794
was the start of Russian Kantianism. His name was so well known in
Russia that Russian diplomats and travelers were deliberately seeking
his reception. His ideas were popular among professors promoting
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them in universities (Melman, Shad, Finke etc.). It is known that even
clerics were using handwritten translations in theological academies.
So in the very beginning of 19th century there were made a few
translations, most of them were low-grade because the source for
translations was secondary or (and) in other than German languages.
But even these bad translations disappeared for a few decades, and
only in the second half of the century new professional translations
(like this) were made. Decrease of Kantianism can explain such situation
(the decrease itself was probably caused by the spread of materialism
and positivism).

12

[ F I R S T R U S S I A N C R I T I Q U E O F P R ACT I CA L R E A S O N ]

Kant, I. Kritika prakticheskogo razuma i osnovopolozheniye k metafizike
nravov / polnyi perevod s primechaniyami i prilozheniyem Kratkogo
ocherka prakticheskoi filosofii sost. N. Smirnov [i.e. Critique of Practical
Reason]. St. Petersburg: tip. A. Transhelya, 1879. XVIII, 110, 192, [3] pp.
20х14 cm. Contemporary half leather with faded gilt-lettering on the
spine. Original covers are preserved. Rubbed, private library ink stamps
on the front pastedown, cover and last page, Soviet bookshop’s stamp
on the title page, owner’s markings in text. Otherwise a very good copy.
The first Russian translation of the most important work by Immanuel
Kant (first originally published almost a century ago in 1788).
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[ G O L O V N I N ’ S R E S C U E F R O M J A PA N E S E C A P T I V I T Y ]

Rikord, P.I. [& Golovnin, V.M.] Zapiski flota kapitana Rikorda o plavanii ego
k yaponskim beregam v 1812 i 1813 godakh i o snosheniyakh s yapontsami
[i.e. Notes of Fleet Captain Rikord About his Sailing to Japan’s Shores in
1812 and 1813, and His Relations with the Japanese]. St. Petersburg:
Naval Typ., 1816. [vi], 138, [ii] pp. Quarto. Four folding copper engraved
maps and plans after P. Rikord, and an aquatint portrait of TakadayaKahei. Bound without half title as is common. Contemporary half leather
binding with marbled paper boards, re-cased and re-cornered using
original spine. Two bookplates of private Russian libraries attached
to the front pastedown endpaper, pre-revolutionary library stamp on
verso of the title page. Minor paper flaws of bottom outer corner of few
plates. Otherwise a very good copy.
Only one copy
found in Worldcat
(University of
Michigan).

See p. 18 for map

First edition. Very rare.
Primary source of the early history of the Russian-Japanese relations
closely connected with the first Russian circumnavigation (18031806) under the command of Ivan Krusenstern and the RussianAmerican Company under Nikolay Rezanov (1764-1807). Golovnin
was commissioned by the Russian government to survey the coasts of
Kamchatka, the Russian American colonies and the Kuril Islands.
The book describes the rescue operation organised by Captain Peter
Rikord on the Imperial Russian sloop Diana as a result of the famous
diplomatic Golovnin incident (1811-1813), which brought Russia and
Japan to the brink of war.
The conflict started in 1804 during Krusenstern’s circumnavigation; one
of its goals as we know, was to bring the first Russian embassy headed
by N. Rezanov to Japan. As the embassy was unsuccessful and relations
between Russia and Japan weren’t established, and also Russian ships
were strictly prohibited from approaching Japanese shores, Rezanov
wanted revenge. Following his instructions, two ships Yunona and Avos
belonging to the Russian-American Company and under the command
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of young navy officers Nikolas Khvostov and Gavriil Davydov in 18061807 sailed to the Japanese territories of Southern Sakhalin, Kuril
Islands and Hokkaido, and robbed and burned the settlements there,
and captured several Japanese. Although both Kvostov and Davydov
were arrested as soon as they arrived to Okhotsk and sent to Saint
Petersburg to be tried, the attitude of the Japanese to Russians
significantly deteriorated; they considered Russia to be preparing for a
war against Japan.
In 1808-1811 the Russian sloop Diana under command of Vasily
Golovnin and Peter Rikord, as the second-in-command, was sent as a
second official Russian circumnavigation with the purpose of exploration
and surveying of the Russian Far East, Kamchatka and Alaska. Upon
return from Russian America in 1810, Golovnin started to chart the
Kuril Islands. During his short stop at the island of Kunashir, Golovnin,
his two officers and four sailors were taken prisoners, transported to
the island of Hokkaido and there were kept in prison near the town of
Matsumae for over two years.
The peaceful solution of the conflict became possible only as a result
of the friendly relationship between Peter Rikord, who organized and
led three expeditions to rescue his commander Golovnin, and the
prominent Japanese businessman and public figure Takadaya Kahei
(1769-1827), who was captured by Rikord with his ship Kanze-maru, and
stayed in Russia for several months. Takadaya Kahei learned Russian,
and upon returning home he convinced the Japanese government that
the Russians could be trusted. The Russian sailors were then released
from Japanese captivity (no one in history had ever returned from the
Japanese captivity before).
This work describes the story of Golovnin’s capture and the rescue in
a very captivating manner. The plates depict the views of the harbours
and ports of Edermo (modern Erimo) and Hakodate, plans of the special
facilities built for the negotiations, and a portrait of Takadaya Kahei.
Rikord’s book supplements the book by Golovnin, titled Captivity in
Japan During the Years 1811, 1812, 1813 (SPb., 1816).
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[ R U S S I A N E X P L O R AT I O N O F T H E N O R T H A N D S O U T H PA C I F I C ]

Hällström, G.G. Nabliudeniya barometricheskiye, simpiesometricheskiye
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i termometricheskiye proizvedennye v puteshestvie vokrug sveta
kapitana Luetke [i.e. Observations on the Barometer, Sympiesometer and
Thermometer Conducted during the Voyage around the World of Captain
Luetke]. St. Petersburg: Imperial Academy of Sciences, 1838. Quarto. T.p.,
37 pp. Original light blue publisher’s wrappers. Pages slightly age toned,
wrappers with slight wear at spine and extremities with split at spine,
but overall a very good uncut copy in very original condition.
Only four copies
found in Worldcat
(University
of Alaska
Fairbanks, Center
for Research
Libraries in
Chicago, Chicago
University, New
York Public
Library).

First and only edition. Very rare.
This scientific publication contains the results of meteorological
observations carried out by Friedrich Luetke and his scientists during
the circumnavigation of the sloop «Seniavin» in 1826-1829, and
calculated by the Finnish physicist and meteorologist Gustav Hällsröm
(1775-1844). The expedition had the aim to survey the coasts of Russian
America and Chukotka Peninsula, and to explore the lesser known parts
of the equatorial Pacific Ocean. Luetke explored and produced precise
maps of the Pribilof Islands and St. Matthew Island (Alaska), west
coast of the Bering Sea, the Bonin Islands (Japan), and the Carolines,
discovering twelve new islands (Senyavin Islands).
The first part of the book thoroughly analyses the data gathered during
Luetke’s expedition in order to ascertain how the latitude impacts on
the difference in atmospheric pressure during certain times of the day;
the observations were taken in the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans.
The second part titled «The temperature of the Tropic» focuses on the
analysis of the air temperature in the tropical areas of the three oceans
visited by the expedition.
«This record of the Seniavin’s expedition, found in the several works of
Captain Lütke and his scientific colleagues, is an outstanding example
of Russian exploration in the North and South Pacific during the first
half of the nineteenth century» (Lada-Mokarsky, # 100).
«After finally returning to Kronstadt Litke published a 3-volume account
of his explorations with atlases in Russian and in French, the latter
being published in Paris. Very few copies were printed and especially
the Russian original work with its nautical part became an extremely
rare item. <…> Certain geographic features of the Alaskan coast, like
the Walrus and Kritskoi Islands, Kudobin Islands and numerous other
features in the Aleutians, were named by Count Feodor Litke in the
maps that were subsequently published. The landhead now named
Cape Lutke in Alaska was named after this Russian explorer by the
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Imperial Russian Hydrographic Service in 1847» (Wikipedia).
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[ R U S S I A N T R A D E I N N O R T H PA C I F I C A N D T R AV E L T O T H E U S A ]

Skalkovsky, K.A. Vokrug svyeta: Sorok shest tysiach verst po moryu i sushe:
Putevye vpechatleniya K. Skalkovskogo [i.e. Around the World: Forty-Six
Thousand Versts on Land and Sea: Travel Notes by K. Skalkovsky]. St.
Petersburg: Typ. T-vo ‘‘Obshchestvennaya Polza’’, 1881. [8], 185 pp. : ill.
Octavo. With ten woodcut plates. Contemporary Russian brown quarter
leather with marbled paper boards. Private library ink stamps on the
title page and p. [5], Soviet bookshops’ stamps on the rear pastedown
endpaper, binding rubbed on extremities, faint stain on the first few
leaves, but overall a very good copy.
Only three paper
copies found in
Worldcat.

First edition. Very rare.
Interesting original account of the first voyage to the Pacific by the
steamer ‘Moskva’ of the Russian Dobrovolny Flot (Volunteer Fleet) in
1880. The goal of the voyage was to establish trade connections between
the Black Sea ports and the Far East - China, Japan, and the Primorskaya
region of the Russian Empire with the centre in Vladivostok. The author
of the book was one of only two passengers of ‘Moskva’ Konstantin
Skalkovsky (1843-1906) - Russian mining engineer, writer, journalist and
traveller. He travelled on special assignment of the Ministry of Finance
to survey Russian trade in the Pacific. The steamer went from Odessa to
Vladivostok via Suez Canal, the Malacca Strait, Singapore, and Xiamen;
after having stayed in Vladivostok Skalkovsky visited Nanjing, Hankou,
Shanghai, Nagasaki, Kobe, Kioto, Osaka, Yokohama, and Tokyo. From
Japan he travelled across the Pacific Ocean to San Francisco on board
the SS ‘City of Peking’, took a train to New York and returned to Europe
on the steamer ‘France’.
The notes initially published in St. Petersburg newspapers vividly
describe the voyage – Singapore trade and Chinese markets, life in
Vladivostok, Russian trade in China, Yangtze River, Russian tea factory
in China, Japanese tea houses, railways, industrial exhibition in Kyoto,
European colony in Yokohama, Japanese navy, and others. Skalkovsky
writes about the rules and way of life on board the ‘City of Peking’, its
passengers, the celebration of the 4th of July; one chapter is dedicated
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to San Francisco, talking about the economic crisis in the United
States, local millionaires, president elections, women races, the
«Alaska Company» – the heir of the Russian American Company (the
headquarters in San Francisco, main articles of hunting and trade, the
conditions of life of native Alaskans), the economic crisis in British
Columbia with the decline of gold extracting, vodka smuggling by the
Americans to the natives of the Russian shores of the Pacific, et al.
Overall an interesting account of trade and commerce in China, Japan
and North Pacific.
«Dobroflot or Dobrovolny Flot (meaning «Voluntary Fleet») was a statecontrolled ship transport association established in the Russian Empire
in 1878 funded from voluntary contributions collected by subscription
(hence the name). Also known as Russian Volunteer Fleet, Dobroflot
was founded in wake of the Russo-Turkish War (1877-78), with the
intent of providing Russia with a fleet of fast armed merchantmen.
<...> Throughout its existence Dobroflot provided invaluable services
for both the government and the economic development of Russia particularly the Russian Far East, with Dobroflot established the first
regular maritime link between Vladivostok and European Russia»
(Wikipedia).
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[ N AT I V E S O F R U S S I A N PA C I F I C S H O R E S ]

Resin, A.A. Ocherk inorodtsev russkogo poberezhiya Tikhogo okeana [i.e.
Sketch of the Natives of the Russian Coast of the Pacific]. St. Petersburg:
Typ. of A.S. Suvorin, 1888. [2], 78 pp. Octavo. Contemporary green quarter
cloth with marbled boards. Upper corner of the last free endpaper cut
off and repaired with paper, otherwise a very good copy.
No copies
were found in
Worldcat.

First and only edition. Very rare.
Interesting eye-witness description of a Russian merchant voyage
to the North Pacific and the Arctic Ocean around the Chukotka
Peninsula, published as an offprint from the Proceedings of the Russian
Geographical Society (vol. XXIV). Resin, an associate of the Governor
General of the new Priamyrskoe [Near the Amur River] Governorate
(formed in 1884) was assigned to observe and describe its northern
regions. In May-September 1885 he joined whaling schooner Sibir’
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captain planned to reach Wrangel Island, but was forced to turn back by
the pack ice. During the return trip the schooner called at the Ratmanov
Island (the Diomedes, Bering Strait) and traded there with the Chukchi.
On the way to the Providence Bay the ship visited the Tkachen Bay
(Chukotka) where the crew picked up a skull of a deceased Chukchi man
which was later sent to the Academy of Sciences. The book describes
the voyage from Vladivostok to the Karaga River (Northern Kamchatka)
and further north around the Chukotka Peninsula; geography, climate,
flora & fauna of Kamchatka, native population of the Petropavlovsk
district, and the Gizhiginsky district (‘‘chukmari’’ or Kereks, sedentiary
Koriaks, Raindeer Koriaks and Chukchi, sedentiary Chukchi).
Special part is dedicated to the activities of the Americans near Russian
Pacific shores (about 30-35 whaling and trading ships call every year,
they hunt whales and walruses, bring rum, Winchester guns, tobacco,
gun powder, knives, axes, animal traps, pottery, fabrics etc.), the author
concludes that their influence to the natives is negative and proposes
to establish a permanent coast guard at the Kamchatka and Chukotka
shores.
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[FIRST VIEW OF LHASA]

[Iakinf/ Bichurin, N.Y.] Opisanie Tibeta v Nyneshnem Yego Sostoyanii. S
Kartoyu Dorogi iz Chen-du do Khlassy Perevod s Kitaiskago [i.e. Description
of Tibet in its Modern State. With a Map of the Road from Chen-du to Lhassa.
Translated from Chinese]. St. Petersburg: Typ. of the Imperial Foundling
Home, 1828. xvi, 223, [2] pp. Octavo. With a large folding engraved
map and a hand colored copper engraved plate. Modern binding with
original green covers with ornamental pattern bound in. Restoration of
the extremities of a few leaves and title page. Otherwise a clean very
good copy.
Only eight paper
copies found in
Worldcat.

First edition. Very rare.
First Russian book about Tibet and first printed book by the famous
Russian historian and translator from Chinese archimandrite Iakinf,
«the father of Russian sinology» (his Notes on Mongolia were published
later the same year).
Complete, with a large folding map of a caravan route from Chengdu
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See next page for
map

(Sichuan province of China) to Lhasa (the main route to Tibet), and a
picturesque hand colored bird’s-eye view of Lhasa, «the first detailed
view of the city to appear in a Western printed book» (Sotheby’s).
«A very rare and valuable account of Tibet from a Chinese perspective.
The first and only edition in Russian and the first printing of this work in
the West, translated by the Russian monk and Sinologist Iakinf Bichurin
from the Chinese original of 1792. With a very fine hand-colored bird’seye view of Lhasa, the first detailed view of the city to appear in a
Western printed book; the plan and key are present in only a very small
number of copies. This book, edited by Lu Hua Chu, was written by
the Chinese civil servant Ma Shao Yun, aided by Shung Mai-hai and
was intended as an official government handbook for the Chinese
army then occupying Tibet and to give information to the authorities
in China about Tibet. The book is divided into two parts: the first is
a topographical description of the route from Chen-du in Szechuan
province to Lhasa; the second contains information on various aspects
of Tibet, including its history, frontiers, the calendar, army, law, finances,
dress, food, manners and customs, buildings, medicine, divination, and
details of the Chinese administration. The translator, Iakinf Bichurin,
spent 14 years as leader of the Russian Orthodox Mission to China in
the early nineteenth century. His scholarly studies of China and Chinese
culture brought him distinction as one of the founding fathers of
Chinese studies and one of the first Russian Sinologists; he was also a
corresponding member of the Russian Academy of Sciences» (Sotheby’s).
In 1831 the book was translated into French by Julius von Klaproth
which made Iakinf widely known in the European scientific circles
(Description du Tubet, traduite partiellement du chinois en russe par le
P. Hyacinthe Bitchourin, et du russe en français par M. ***; soigneusement
revue et corrigée sur l’original chinois, complétée et accompagnée de
notes par M. Klaproth. Paris: Imprimerie royale, 1831). Shortly after the
book had been published, Russian Academy of Sciences made father
Iakinf its member (1828); in 1831 he also joined the Asiatic Society of
Paris.
This edition was last seen at Sotheby’s in 2013 (sold for 11875 GBP).
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[ T H E D I S C O V E R E R O F A N TA R C T I C A ]

Admiral M.P. Lazarev. [Steel Engraved Portrait]. [London], ca. 1840s.
Steel engraving, print size 39x34,5 cm on a large sheet 65,5x48,5 cm.
“B.R. Davies direxit., J. Thomson sculpt.” underneath the image. With an
engraved title in Russian and Lazarev’s coat of arms engraved on the
lower margin. Blank margins with minor repaired tears, creases on the
upper and lower blank margins not affecting the images, overall a very
good print.
See next page for
illustration

Official portrait of Admiral Mikhail Petrovich Lazarev (1788-1851),
Russian naval officer, circumnavigator, and the discoverer of Antarctica.
The print engraved in England on the special order of the Russian
Naval Ministry shows Lazarev in his late years, as the Chief of Staff of
the Black Sea Fleet (since 1832); the Admiral is depicted waist length,
dressed in uniform with all his regalia and holding a spyglass under his
left arm. His name under the portrait is adorned with the coat of arms
of Lazarev noble family.
«Lazarev first circumnavigated the globe in 1813-1816, aboard the
vessel Suvorov; the expedition began at Kronstadt and reached
Alaska. During this voyage, Lazarev discovered the Suvorov Atoll. As a
commander of the ship Mirny and Fabian Gottlieb von Bellingshausen’s
deputy on his world cruise in 1819–1821 (Bellingshausen commanded
Vostok), Lazarev took part in the discovery of Antarctica and numerous
islands. On January 28, 1820 the expedition discovered the Antarctic
mainland, approaching the Antarctic coast at the coordinates 69°21’28’’S
2°14’50’’W / 69.35778°S 2.24722°W / -69.35778; -2.24722 and seeing
ice-fields there. In 1822-1825, Lazarev circumnavigated the globe for
the third time on his frigate Kreyser, conducting broad research in the
fields of meteorology and ethnography» (Wikipedia). Later Lazarev
took part in the Battle of Navarino (1827, part of the Greek War of
Independence, 1821-32); was in charge of the naval units of the Baltic
Fleet (1830), and became the Commander of the Black Sea Fleet, the
Black Sea ports, and military governor of Sevastopol and Nikolayaev
(since 1833).
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[ A N TA R C T I C ]

Grigoriev, S.G. Vokrug Yuzhnogo poliusa [i.e. Around the South Pole / The
Latest Travels and Surveys]. Moscow: I.N. Kholchev, 1906. 132 pp. Octavo.
With three maps at rear (two folding) and numerous illustrations in
text. Original publisher’s printed and illustrated wrappers, slightly age
toned and with minor tears on extremities, but overall a very good copy.

See p. 23 for the
cover
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First and only edition.
Captivating overview of the history of exploration of Antarctic written
in the midst of the Heroic Age of Antarctic Exploration. Compiled by
a Russian geographer, traveller and teacher in Moscow University
(professor since 1918) Sergey Grigoriev (1874-1931), the book describes
the expeditions to the mysterious Terra Australis from starting with
James Cook and paying the most attention to the latest voyages of
1890-1900s: Gerlache on Belgica, Borchgrevink on Southern Cross,
Scott on Discovery, Drigalsky on Gauss, Nordenskiöld on the Antarctic,
Bruce on Scotia, and Charcot on the Francais. The maps show the
Victoria Land with the track of Scott, Graham Lands with the tracks of
Belgica, Nordenskiöld, and the Antarctic; and of the whole Antarctica
with the tracks of Cook, Dumont d’Urville, Bellingshausen, Wilkes, Ross,
Challenger, Borchgrevink, Drigalsky, Bruce and Charcot.

[YENISEY DURING THE SIBERIAN GOLD RUSH]

Krivoshapkin, M.F. Yeniseyski okrug i yego zhizn [i.e. The Yeniseysky District
and Its Life / Published by the Russian Geographical Society on the funds
of V.A. Kokorev]. St. Petersburg: Imp. Rus. geogr. o-vo, na izhdivenii V.A.
Kokoreva, 1865. [4], v, [4], 378; [2], 188, 68 pp. Octavo. With two folding
lithographed plates and a folding lithographed map. Contemporary
quarter leather binding with marbled boards and gilt lettered title on
the spine. 19th century Russian library stamp on the title page, minor
foxing of several leaves. Overall a very good clean copy.
Detailed comprehensive description of the Yeniseysky district (northern
part of the Eastern Siberian Yeniseysk Governorate in tsarist Russia,
modern Krasnoyarsk Krai) made during the Siberian gold rush.
The author was a local doctor, traveler and ethnographer, the founder
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of the Yeniseysk city hospital Mikhail Krivoshapkin. The book is based
on his extensive travels across the region and was published by the
Russian Geographical Society. In 1866 Krivoshapkin was awarded with
a small gold medal of the Russian Geographical Society for his work.
Apart from an extensive description of the geography, climate and
administrative division of the district, the book contains interesting
observations and notes of the gold bearing regions and settlements,
methods of extracting gold, prospectors and their life, Siberian system
of prisons and exile settlements, natives and their way of life, members
of Russian religious sects inhabiting the region et al. The second part of
the book is entirely dedicated to the local animals and fish, and methods
of hunting and fishing. The supplements contain information about the
amount of furs and mammoth bone brought as a tax or sold to the
government by the natives in 1846-1853, meteorological observations
made in Yeniseysk in 1852-1860, and a dictionary of local words used
in the region. The book is illustrated with a detailed map of the gold
deposits in the Yeniseysk district, as well as two plates showing various
traps and hunting devices used in the Siberian taiga.
The Siberian gold rush started in 1828 when gold was found on the
Berikul River (Kuznetsk Alatau Range). In the 1830s gold was also
discovered in the Western Siberia, Yeniseysk Governorate, and the Trans
Baikal region. The peak of the Siberian gold rush was in the 18401850s when over 30,000 prospectors worked in the region.
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[ N O VAYA Z E M LYA ]

Nosilov, K.D. Na Novoi Zemle: Ocherki i nabroski [i.e. At the Novaya
Zemlya: Essays and Sketches]. St. Petersburg: A.S. Suvorin, 1903. [4], 327,
[2] pp. Octavo. Original grey publisher’s printed wrappers with a photo
illustration on the front cover. Some minor wear of extremities, but
overall a very good copy.
First edition. Rare.
A collection of essays and memories by a Russian polar researcher,
ethnographer and writer Konstantin Nosilov (1858-1923) describes his
life and work on the Novaya Zemlya archipelago where he extensively
travelled, served on the Russian meteorological station in the Malye
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Karmakuly settlement (Yuzhny Island) and wintered three times in
1877-1891. The author writes about polar nights and hurricanes on
Novaya Zemlya, Aurora Borealis, his travel across the Yuzhny Island,
hunting trips, celebrations of Christmas and Easter on Novaya Zemlya,
the Samoyeds’ (the Nenets) traditions of meeting the first rays of sun,
customs of sacrifice to idols, funerals et al. Several essays describe
Nosilov’s travels on the Yamal Peninsula and in the lower reaches
of the Ob River in the late 1890s: sturgeon fishing, travels across
tundra, cannibalism of the natives of the River Taz estuary (essay «Our
Cannibals») et al. Nosilov went on 1000 km trips across the northern
and southern islands of the Novaya Zemlya on dog sledges (1889),
built a new meteorological station in the Matochkin Strait (1890-91),
opened the northernmost school in the Malye Karmakuly (1889). He
was elected a member of the Russian Geographical Society (1884), was
in correspondence with Russian writers A. Chekhov, D. Mamin-Sibiryak,
polar explorer Fridtjof Nansen and others.
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[ T R I P T O T H E C A U C A S I A N M O U N TA I N S A N D G E O R G I A ]

Nefedyev, N.A. Zapiski vo vremya poyezdki iz Astrakhani na Kavkaz i
v Gruziyu v 1827 godu [i.e. Notes during the Trip from Astrakhan to the
Caucasus and Georgia in 1827]. Moscow: Typ. of S. Selivanovsky, 1829. [4],
190 pp. 12mo. With a copper engraved frontispiece. Later 19th century
quarter leather with brown cloth boards. Text with mild water stains
and foxing, occasional pencil markings and notes in Georgian, binding
rubbed, otherwise a very good copy.
Only three paper
copies found in
Worldcat.

First edition. Very rare.
Captivating description of a travel to the Caucasian Mountains and
Georgia by Russian state official and ethnographer Nikolai Nefedyev
(1800-1860) with eye-witness account about the events of the
Caucasian War (1817-1864) and the Russo-Persian War (1826-1828).
Nefedyev travelled together with the rich St. Petersburg drama-lover
and amateur singer Nikita Vsevolodovich Vsevolozhsky (1799-1862)
and his wife Varvara Petrovna Vsevolozhskaya, nee Khovanskaya (18051834). Vsevolozhsky was the founder of the ‘Zelenaya Lampa’ (i.e. The
Green Lamp) literary and noble society, and was well-acquainted with
many important Russian poets, writers and society figures of the time,
including Alexander Pushkin, Anton Delvig, and the Decembrists Sergey
Trubetskoy, Fyodor Glinka, Yakov Tolstoy and others. The book was
dedicated to his travel companion Varvara Vsevolozhskaya.
The party went from Astrakhan to Vsevolozhsky’s estate near the Cherny
Rynok village (now Kochubey, Dagestan, on the shore of the Caspian
Sea), and from there to Tiflis via Georgiyevsk (Stavropol Kray, North
Caucasus), Pyatigorsk, Kislovodsk, Yekaterinograd, Vladikavkaz, Balta,
Darial Gorge, Pasanauri, and Dusheti.
Nefedyev vividly describes sites and people he has seen, including fishing
in the mouth of the Terek River, the society of the mineral water resort
towns, cost of renting an apartment there, a trip on top of the Mashuk
mountain, the procedure of taking mineral water, the latest events of
the Caucasian war and raids of the Gortsy (mountain dwellers), Russian
forts on the Georgian Military Road, Tiflis architecture and inhabitants
et al. He mentions that the resort guests in the Caucasus like to discuss
poetry and Pushkin at the water fountains; regrets that he hasn’t
met General Yermolov who had earlier passed the village where they
stayed on his return way from the Caucasian service (Yermolov was the
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commander-in-chief of the Russian troops in the Caucasus in 18161827). In the Urukh fortress he met Semyon Mazarovich (ca. 1784-1852)
– the head of the Russian mission in Teheran in 1818-26 - on his way
back to Russia. An entry from June 1827 describes his travel along the
Georgian Military Road together with the Russian troops which were
headed to the Russian-Persian War (1826-28) and mentions a young
officer hasting to get to the front before the capture of Erivan (it would
happen only in October).
Overall a very interesting valuable account of an early Russian travel
to the Caucasus. The book is concluded with a table of distances from
Astrakhan to Tiflis. The frontispiece shows the Lars fort in the Caucasian
mountains on the way to Georgia.
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[ D A G E S TA N A N D A Z E R B A I J A N I N T H E M I D D L E O F 1 9 T H
C E N T U RY ]

Berezin, I.N. Puteshestvie po Dagestanu i Zakavkazyu / Puteshestvie po
Vostoku. I [i.e. Travel to Dagestan and the Transcausasia / Travel to the
East. I]. Kazan: University typ., 1849. xv, [2], 339, 149, [28], [2] pp. Octavo.
With eight lithographed plans and views (e-catalogues of Russian State
and Russian National libraries call for nine plates, but the e-copy from
the catalogue of Russian State Library is identical to our copy; a copy
from the Warsaw University calls for eight plates). Contemporary half
leather with marbled paper boards and colour stamped title on the
spine. Ink library numbers on the title page and p.17, and library paper
labels on the top of the front cover and the spine. Binding rubbed and
worn, with cracks on the top and bottom of the spine, a few of first and
last leaves with mild stains on corners of the pages, but overall a very
good internally clean copy.
First edition. Very rare.
Historically important well written account of travels to Dagestan and
modern Azerbaijan by a noted Russian Orientalist, Turkologist, later
professor of Kazan University (1846-55) and St. Petersburg University
(since 1855) Ilya Berezin (1818-1896). Shortly after his graduation from
the Eastern faculty of the Kazan University with the degree of Master
in Eastern Philology Berezin was sent on an extensive scientific travel
to the Caucasus, Persia, Iraq, Syria, Palestine, Egypt and Turkey, which
lasted for over three years (1842-45). This book gives a detailed account
of the first part of his travel – in the southern provinces of the Russian
Empire: Dagestan and the Transcaucasia (modern Azerbaijan). Berezin
went from Astrakhan to Tarki (now a suburb of Makhachkala), and from
there to Derbent (Dagestan), Quba, Baku, Salyan, Lankaran and Astara
(Transcaucasia). He gives a detailed and valuable description of the
history and geography of the region, overviews Russian expeditions to
the Caspian Sea, talks about Muslim antiquities and architecture, local
people, their occupations, manners and customs, language, food; notes
about the Caucasian War (1817-1864) and rebel forces of Imam Shamil;
special chapters are dedicated to Derbent and Baku and describe their
history, architecture, population, trade and industries at length.
150-page comments refer to numerous sources in Persian, Arabic,
Turkish, French and Latin, used by Berezin. The supplements include
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tables of meteorological observations; tables of distances between
Tarki and Astara, from cities of Dagestan and Transcaucasia to Saint
Petersburg, Moscow and Tiflis; statistical tables showing population,
buildings, industries, churches, mosques etc. of Derbent and Baku;
alphabetic catalogue of the library of a Baku bibliophile; alphabetic
index of geographical names et al.
The illustrations include a plan of the Derbent Wall; two views of
Derbent (the mosque and the Kyrkhlyar cemetery); general plan of the
fortress and the city of Derbent; plan of the Palace of the Shirvanshahs
in Baku; two leaves of facsimile of inscriptions on the walls and
tombstones in Derbent; and a map of the mouths of the Kura River and
the Ghizil-Agaj bay of the Caspian Sea. Second revised and enlarged
edition of the book was published in Kazan in 1850 (in three parts,
with different numeration, but under one title page). Second part of the
account of Berezin’s travels titled «Travel to the Northern Persia» was
published in Kazan in 1852.

[ R U S S I A N E X P L O R AT I O N O F T H E A M U R R I V E R ]

Istoriya reki Amura, sostavlennaya iz obnarodovannykh istochnikov.
S planom reki Amura [i.e. History of the Amur River Compiled from the
Published Sources. With a Plan of the Amur River]. St. Petersburg: Tip. E.
Veimara, 1859. 148 pp. Small octavo. With a large folding lithographed
map. Contemporary Russian quarter leather binding with marbled paper
boards and blind stamped title on the spine. Owners’ ink and pencil
notes on the first free endpaper dated 1860 and 1910; owner’s ink
inscription dated 1951 on the title page. Binding slightly rubbed, light
foxing of the text, Soviet bookshops’ stamps on the rear pastedown,
overall a very good copy.
Only one paper
copy found
in Worldcat
(Stanford
University).

First edition. Very rare.
Early anonymous account of the history of the Russian exploration
and settlement on the Amur River, printed just one year after the vast
territories north of the Amur River had been transferred from China
to Russia as a result of the Aigun Treaty (1858). The book is dedicated
to count Nikolai Muravyev-Amursky (1809-1881), governor general of
Eastern Siberia who actively promoted Russian expansion to the lower
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reaches of the Amur and signed the treaty from the Russian side. The
account starts with the description of the course of the Amur River
based on several Russian travel accounts of the 1850s and is followed
by a lengthy narration of the exploration of the Amur River by Russian
Cossacks in the 17th century, the foundation of Albazin — first Russian
settlement on the river (1651), Sino-Russian border conflicts of the
1650-1680s, and the signing of the Treaty of Nerchinsk (1689) which
forced the Russians to leave the lands north of the Amur River to China.
The lithographed map at rear delineates the course of the Amur River
from its beginning as the confluence of the Shilka and Argun Rivers to
its influx into the Strait of Tartary, marking four Russian settlements
– Albazin, Blagoveshchensk, Mariinsk, and Nikolaevsk. The map also
indicates the areas of settlements of native people inhabiting the Amur
River region and is decorated with portraits of four their representatives:
an Oroqen, a Manegri, a Gold, and a Nivkh (Gilyak).
Our copy bears with an interesting owners’ inscriptions, indicating its
belonging to an early Russian settler of the Far East: «Khabarovka,
26th day of June 1860» («Khabarovka» was the name of Khabarovsk
city before 1893); «[A book of] Vladimir and Vasily Borislavsky’s. 10
October 1892. Father A. Borislavsky»; «To the museum of Leib Guard
Finland Regiment from Podporutchik Vasily Alexandrovich Borislavsky.
5 February 1910».
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[ A R T I S T ’ S J O U R N E Y T O H I M A L AYA S ]

[Vereshchagina, E.K.] Ocherki puteshestviya v Gimalaii g-na i g-zhi
Vereshchaginykh [i.e. Essays on a Journey to Himalayas by Mr. and Mrs.
Vereshchagin]: [In 2 vols]. St. Petersburg: tip. M.M. Stasyulevicha, 18831884. V.1: Sikkim. Second edition. 1883. 86 pp., 11 ill.: ill.; V.2: Kashmir.
Ladakh. 1884. 135 pp.: ill. 22x15,5 cm. In original printed illustrated
wrappers. Wrappers are worn, with spines chipped or missing. Vol.1 of
the second edition (first edition is identical and rarely found), vol.2 of
the first edition.
This collection of essays by Elizaveta Vereshchagina, wife of the famous
Russian artist Vasily Vasilievich Vereshchagin (1842-1904) describes
their journey through India to the Himalayas. The couple lived and
travelled in India in 1874-76. The artist planned a big series of Indian
works and wrote to a friend «it will be a story of British takeover of India».
Press started a campaign to discredit the artist, in number of articles
he was accused of being a Russian government agent researching ways
for Russia to intrude Tibet. He had to leave eventually and finish his big
Indian works at home using sketches.
In first volume Elizaveta describes their travel to Sikkim in 1875. They
started from Agra and among other places they visited Allahabad,
Bankipore, Darjeeling, the Pemayangtse monastery, Yuksom, the Sanga
Choeling Monastery, the Tashiding Monastery, Tumlong, the Namchi
Monastery et al. In the second volume she describes their second travel
in April of 1876 to another border with Tibet areas - Kashmir and Ladakh.
They started their journey in Deli, stopped in Lahore and Srinagar, they
visited Wular Lake et al. They crossed Ladakh from the west to the
east using caravan road and visited Dras, Kargil, Shergol and Shergol
Cave monastery, the Lamayuru Monastery, the Hemis Monastery, Leh,
the Chemrey Gompa, Pangong lake, Lake Moriri, the Shey Monastery,
Dhankar, the Phyang Monastery, stations Simla and Narkanda among
others. Along the way Elizaveta was keeping travel journal which
became the basis of this book. She describes a lot of adventures and
people they met: locals and their clothing, customs and ceremonies,
nature and architecture, day-to-day life and various accidents. For
instance, in Sikkim their intention was to visit and climb mountains but
in January it was dangerous to do so their guides and carriers left them
at height of 14000 feet on Dzongri mountain (Khangchendzonga). They
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nearly froze there to death but were saved in time. They were also
robbed in Ladakh by a carrier («Carriers appeared to be unbearable
people, lazy and always asking for money to buy vodka»). The couple
met young king of Sikkim Thutob Namgyal (1860-1914). Vereshchagin
got to meet main lama of Sikkim as well: «Vasily Vasilievich got to meet
him closely. While he was painting his studies in monastery Kupgenlama often visited him. This is a young 19 year old man with short black
hair and blunt face... He speaks quietly and claps his hands when he
needs his servants... He wears embroidered sack in front as his vow
of chastity. But it’s hard to tell how serious he takes it as one of his
servent’s secretly asked Vasily Vasilievich for medicine for some illness
lama got from ‘hard praying’ as servant described it». During their
visits to Buddist monasteries they met a lot of monks. She describes
personal and household items they came across like beads and bowls
made of human’s skull they bought from them. On the road the artist
was making sketches of landscapes and inhabitants few of which later
became important paintings. In India Vereshchagin created more than
150 sketches some of which were used in a book.
This book favorably differs from only a few previous Russian travel
notes to Himalayas because of its lively tone and enthralling details
but nevertheless the book is mostly interesting for its sketeches and as
an historical evidence of an early Russian journey to Himalayas.
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[CRITICS ON THE RUSSIAN FLEET IN 1824]

[Golovnin, V.M.] O sostoyanii rossiiskogo flota v 1824 godu. sochineniye
michmana Morekhodova. S rukopisi, naidennoi v nepolnom vide v
bumagakh vitse-admirala V.M. Golovnina [i.e. About the State of the
Russian Fleet in 1824. A Work by Midshipman the Navigator. From the
Incomplete Manuscript Discovered among the Papers of Rear Admiral V.M.
Golovnin]. St. Petersburg: Typ. of the Naval Ministry, 1861. [4], 100 pp.
Octavo. Original grey publisher’s printed wrappers with a decorative
ornamental border on the front cover. Ink marking on the title page, ink
numbers on verso of the title page and p. 17, wrappers slightly rubbed
and soiled, minor foxing of the text, but overall a very good copy of this
rare book in its original condition.
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First and only edition. Very rare (no paper copies found in Worldcat).
Anonymous essay written by the famous Russian naval officer and
circumnavigator Vasily Golovnin shortly after he was appointed
the general quartermaster (intendant) – the highest position on the
administration of wharfs, ships, and supplies provision in the Russian
fleet (in 1823). Written in the name of a midshipman Morekhodov (a
pseudonym which literally means «the Navigator») the essay describes
«the state which our fleet is in now». The author goes on about miserable
condition of Russian naval ships, lack of efficiency, abuse of power and
bribery system in the Russian fleet, blaming previous naval ministers
Count Kushelev, Admiral Mordvinov, admiral Chichagov, marquis de
Traversay, and Admiral von Möller. The book was first published after
the manuscript was discovered in Golovnin’s papers thirty years after
his death.
The narration illustrated with numerous examples consists of:
Chapter I. About the causes of the decline and present unfortunate state
of the Russian fleet. The causes named by Golovnin are: 1) Confused
and mixed up structure of all parts, comprising the chief administration
of the navy; 2) Poor and humiliating pay to the Admiralty officials and
workers; 3) Dissipated condition in the capital of the main Admiralty
wharfs, storages and other establishments; 4) Bad administration of the
ports, carelessness in looking after ships, not proper education of the
fleet crews and workers; 5) Inattention, contempt, injustice and even
oppression always and in all cases shown to the navy and people in its
service.
Chapter II. Means and ways for Russia to keep her fleet in the possibly
best condition. Chapter III and last. About the benefits and necessity
for Russia to have considerable naval forces. Golovnin notes: «just
remember that Russia possesses many coastal areas in the White, Baltic
and Black Seas, not even talking about the Eastern Ocean».
The second part of the book is dedicated to the Naval Cadet Corps
in Saint Petersburg which Golovnin was a deputy Director since 1821.
Titled «About the Naval Cadet Corps (written in 1824)», the essay
contains: ‘About some shortcomings in different parts of administration
of the Naval Cadet Corps’ (in twenty paragraphs); Instruction to the
company commanders; Instruction to the Captain on duty in the Corps;
Instruction to the Inspector; Instruction to the Chief of the police;
General Instruction; Instruction to the Captain.
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[AFRICA]

Rafalovich, A.A. Puteshestvie po nizhnemu Yegiptu i vnutrennim oblastiam
delty [i.e. Travel to the Lower Egypt and the Inner Regions of the Delta].
St. Petersburg: Typ. of Yakov Trey, 1850. xii, 433 pp. Octavo. With four
lithographed maps (three folding). Contemporary diced half leather
with marbled paper boards, neatly re-cased using the original spine;
spine with raised bands, gilt lettered title label and blind stamped
library numbers. Previous owner’s inscription on the half title and the
title page, 19th century library stamps on the first free endpaper, p. 33,
and p. 219, corners slightly bumped, occasional pencil marks in the text,
otherwise a very good copy.
One paper
copy found in
Worldcat.

First and only edition. Very rare. Interesting account of a travel of
the Russian doctor and criminal medical expert Artemy Rafalovich
(1816-1851) to Lower Egypt on the special assignment of the Russian
Ministry of Internal Affairs to research plague and quarantine measures
undertaken by the government of Muhammad Ali of Egypt. During his
travel in 1846-1848 Rafalovich visited Turkey, Egypt, Syria, Palestine,
Algeria and Tunisia and conducted thorough epidemiological research.
After his return he became a member of the Russian Geographical
Society (1849) and of the Imperial Medical Council – the highest
medical institution in Russia (1850).
The book is focused on his travel in the Nile delta and the Lower Egypt
up to Cairo in 1847-1848. Rafalovich describes Rosetta and Damietta
distributaries of the Nile, Alexandria, barrage dams, numerous villages
on the Nile banks, notes about common diseases of people and stock,
hospitals and medicine in general, death rate of the local population et
al. He also gives a wide overview of geography, climate, flora and fauna,
economy and population of the Lower Egypt. The last chapter of the
second part describes his visit to Muhammad Ali of Egypt in April 1848
– as a doctor Rafalovich was invited to examine the Khedive of Egypt
who showed signs of a mental disorder (Muhammad Ali was declared
senile in 1848). The maps include a large folding map of lower Egypt
from Alexandria and Damietta to Cairo, plans of the old and renovated
village Kafr-Ziat and a plan of the Nile barrage.
Overall valuable rare piece of Russian Africana with interesting notes
about anti-plague measures.
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[ F U T U R I S T L A N G U AG E ]

Beobi [Gordin, V.L.]. Grammatika yazyka chelovechestva AO, perevod s
AO [i.e. Grammar of the Language of the Mankind. Translated from AO].
Moscow: Chelovechestvo [i.e. Mankind], [1920]. [2], 20 pp. 16x13 cm. In
contemporary wrappers. Tears and soiling of the wrappers. Otherwise
very good.
In 1915 Velimir Khlebnikov founded ‘Soyuz 317’ (i.e. The Unity of 317 or
The Society of the Chairmen of the Globe), and soon it was joined by the
members of artistic avant-garde elite like Prokofiev or Rabindranath
Tagore. Khlebnikov’s proclamations of that time transmitted ideas
of universal brotherhood and the unity of people of culture who are
destined to rule the universe. This brochure was created by Gordin
brothers who were influenced by Khelbnikov’s ideas (hence the
pseudonym of the author of the text – Beobi which was taken from
Khlebnikov’s poem). The Gordin brothers took futuristic ideas on the
new anarchic level.
Brothers Aba (1887-1964) and Volf Gordin were theoreticians of
anarchism, followers of Kropotkin and Bakunin. Aba was the founder of
a new movement — individualist anarchism (or universalist anarchism).
They’ve created their own organization and called themselves
«panarchists». In 1917-1920 they published several brochures
on panarchism. In 1920 Volf created language of international
communication and named it AO. On the first page of this grammar
book it’s stated: «There is no god, no nature. Talk like humans, use ‘AO’».
In the brochure they give alphabet, pronunciation rules, parts of speech,
abbreviations etc. There were only eleven sounds in the language,
five vowels and six consonants. In writing sounds were depicted by
numbers. Gordin stressed that his language is universal, and universality
excludes any existing alphabets. In 1924 writing of the language was
reformed, and AO-2 was presented at the First International exhibition
of interplanetary machines and mechanisms in 1927 as the language of
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cosmic communication.
This brochure isn’t recorded anywhere. Possibly one of the few copies
produced.
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[ COV E R D E S I G N E D B Y A L E K S E Y R E M I ZOV ]

Remizov, A. Lalazar. Kavkazskii skaz [i.e. Lalazar. Caucasian Tales]. Berlin:
Skify, 1922. 37, [3] pp. 20х14 см. In original illustrated wrappers. Some
restoration of the covers, some soiling, Berlin bookshop’s stamp on the
title page. Otherwise a very good clean copy.
First and only separate edition. Very rare.
Title pages in Russian and German. Cover design by the author —
Russian writer Aleksey Remizov (1877-1957). Marina Tsvetaeva called
him «living treasury of the Russian soul and language» as his works
were very imaginative. He became famous thanks to his fairy tales
which he based on folk tales. It’s not widely known that he was also a
very talented artist — he used to accompany every letter and note with
a drawing. His works were even praised by Pablo Picasso.
From his letters we find out about the covers: «The covers came from
Easter eggs: we painted them, put paints on the paper — it blurred
and flowers came out». Here he also explained the title — spring color
‘lalazar’.
Remizov was working on series of Caucasian tales in 1914-16 — at that
time it was called «Caucasian Prianik» (i.e. Russian cookie). The series
was first published as ‘Caucasian Folk Tales’ in collection with other
authors’ works titled ‘Sredi muria’ (Moscow, 1917). This version differed
from the final one not only stilistically but also in order of the tales.
Later he tried to publish the tales as separate edition in 1919 by the title
«Caucasian Churek» (here cookie naturally transformed into Caucasian
bread) but it never happened. The similiar series he developed during
that period was «Siberian Prianik». (Prianik idea started in 1916 when
Remizov was participating in charitable collective edition to help
children which was called «Prianik for Orphans».) From one of his
letters: «How much I dreamed about publishing it in Russia in 1919.
Everything was ready and suddenly everything was gone».
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Only in 1922 after his emigration he published the book in Berlin in its
final form.
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[PICASSO SKETCH]

Parnakh, V. Karabkaetsa akrobat. Portret avtora raboty Pablo Pikaso [i.e.
Climbing Acrobat. Author’s Portrait by Pablo Picasso]. Paris: Frankorusskaya pechat’, 1922. 64 pp., port., ill. 21x15 cm. In original wrappers
designed by the author. Some restoration of the spine. A near fine clean
copy.
First edition. Very rare. One of 500 copies. Portrait was made by Pablo
Picasso (1881-1973). Illustration by famous Georgian avant-garde artist
Lado Gudiashvili (1896-1980) on p.53 and by the author on p.23.
Valentin Parnakh (1891-1952) was a Russian poet, historian, translator,
musician, dancer. After traveling in Europe and Arabia for several years
he came back to Russia in 1922. In Paris he was involved in different
artistic activities, he was close to I. Erenburg, I. Zdanevich, Dovid Knut, B.
Poplavsky with whom they organized literary group ‘Chamber of Poets’.
So back in Moscow Parnakh got in the center of artists’ attention and
became close with poetic group ‘Moscow Parnasus’, started publishing
innovative articles, giving lectures, put dances in Meyerhold theatre.
Apparently Parnakh was the first man to introduce jazz to Russian
audience.
He published his first books of poetry in Paris, first three were
illustrated by Goncharova and Larionov, the fourth (and the last one
printed in Paris) - by Picasso. Pp. 25-26 were cut out by the publisher
who was afraid of censorship after two Parnakh’s poems were called
pornographic in the newspaper (Obshcheye delo). The author pasted
pages in his own copies. In our copies pages are pasted in.
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[ D E S I G N B Y N AT H A N A LT M A N ]

Ehrenburg, I. Lik voiny [i.e. The Face of the War]. 2nd edition. Berlin:
Gelikon, 1923. 187, [1] pp. 19x14 pp. Illustrated wrappers. Very good,
wrappers are slightly rubbed.
Cover design by Nathan Altman.
The first book of prose by Ilya Erenburg (1891-1967), poet, journalist
and translator. The book contains his memories of the WWI. Gelikon was
one of the leading Russian publishers in Berlin at the time printing the
contemporary authors with the designs of the important artists of the
day – El Lissitzky, Vasily Matiushin and others.
The first edition of this book had a wrapper by Altman as well, but of
different design.
This work is interesting because it’s created in the most productive
period of Altman’s life when he was working for Kultur-Lige and Jewish
theatre (GOSEKT) in Moscow.
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[ C O N S T R U C T I V I S T C O V E R D E S I G N B Y L AV I N S K Y ]

Brik, O.M. Ne poputchitsa [i.e. Not a Companion]. Moscow: Petrograd: LEF,
1923. 36 pp. 22,5x15,5 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Near fine.
One of 3000. Very rare.
Constructivist cover designed by Anton Lavinsky (1893-1968), Soviet
artist and designer, member of LEF and artist for LEF magazine. He was
close with Mayakovsky and the group of artists of Institute of Art Culture
(INHUK) like Rodchenko, Stenberg brothers, Stepanova et al. Lavinsky
was one of the first designers of photomontage posters (movies,
advertising). This cover is an excellent example of constructivist image
combined with photomontage.
Osip Brik (1888-1945), Russian avant-garde writer and critic, LEF
ideologist.
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[ P E T ROV-VO D K I N ]

Petrov-Vodkin, K.S. Samarkandiya: Iz putevykh nabroskov 1921 g. [i.e.
Samarkand. Travel Notes from 1921]. St. Petersburg: Akvilon, 1923. 49,
[7] pp.: ill. 27x22 cm. In publisher&#39;s color lithographed illustrated
wrappers. Rubbings and small tears, edges are chipped, tears and small
losses of the spine, owner’s signature on p.1 and markings on the back
endpaper, rare foxing of the wrappers, very light stain of the inner side
of the lower end of the wrappers. Otherwise a very good clean copy. 1
of 1000 copies.
First edition.
Kuz’ma Sergeevich Petrov-Vodkin (1878-1939) was a major modern
Russian and Soviet painter, teacher and writer. Being mostly a painter
he was experimenting with literature during all of his life.
In 1921 Petrov-Vodkin travelled to Turkestan (Uzbekistan) with an
expedition organized by Academy of History of Material Culture to study
architectural monuments. He was amazed by the colors of Samarkand,
called it «the land of turquoise revelation», and the result came in a
form of «Samarkand series»; which is regarded by many as the acme of
his artistic career. This book was compiled from his observations and
on-the- spot sketches. Today this journal is also a very useful account
of ways of his inspiration which led to creating more than 20 pieces of
his famous art.
These illustrated travel notes were printed on coated paper (wrappers
of a cream thicker paper). For this edition the artist created 22 ink
drawings (pen and brush): 14 full page images, 7 headpieces for
every chapter, 1 tailpiece. Illustrations are black and white except the
front cover with colored illustration - a young man in front of Central
Asian ornament. Book’s composition and typography is an example
of avant-garde graphics. The combination of the colorful and visual
text with monochrome illustrations reflects the combination of the
artistic expression and aloofness at the same time which brings these
illustrations closer to artists’ pictorial art in which he famously used the
traditions of Russian iconography.
Akvilon published only 22 books of high art and printing standards and
of small runs (500-1500).
MoMA. 496.
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[ J E W I S H T H E AT R E I N M O S C O W ]

Litvakov, Moshe. Finf yor mlukhisher Idisher kamer-teater [i.e. The Five
Years of Jewish Theatre]. Moscow: Shul un bukh, 1924. 138 pp., [14]
leaves of plates: ill., ports. 21,5x15 cm.1 of 2000 copies. Original
illustrated wrapper. The browning of the spine. Otherwise fine.
Rare. The first book about the Jewish theatre in Moscow (GOSEKT)
that was founded in 1919-1920 by Alexei Granovsky. Significant part
in the life of the theatre played the members of Kultur-lige (Kiev) like
Marc Chagall who decorated the interior of the theatre. In this book
the important evidences of the early days of the theatre are gathered.
The illustrations in the book include the photos of the troop of the
theatre, actors in significant roles, decorations (designed (designed by
Robert Falk, Isaak Rabinovich, Alexander Tyshler and others). GOSEKT
was closed down in 1948 after Solomon Mikhoels who was the head of
it at the time was killed in Minsk by special services as a part of antiJewish repressions of late 1940s.
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[ COV E R D E S I G N B Y G A M R E K E L I ]

Kaladze, K. Qurdi [i.e. Thief. Poems]. Tiflis: Trud, 1927. 14, [2] pp. 17х13
cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Author’s signature on the first page.
Near fine.
WorldCat locates
only one copy
(Yale University
Library).

First edition. One of 1000 copies. Rare. Cover design by Irakli Gamrekeli
(1894-1943), Georgian Soviet set designer and one of the founders of
Georgian avant-garde stage design influenced by Stenberg brothers
and Kirill Zdanevich. From 1922 to 1943 Gamrekeli worked with
the Rustaveli Theatre, where he designed 50 productions, including
William Shakespeare’s Hamlet (1925), Friedrich Schiller’s The Robbers
(1933) and Shakespeare’s Othello (1937). In his early works abstract
geometrical constructions prevailed, later he turned to architectural
forms. He illustrated a few books in the same style he designed set
decorations. This cover is regarded as an exemplary Georgian avantgarde design. Signed in Georgian by the author Karlo Kaladze (19041988), Georgian Soviet poet, one of the first Georgian proletarian poets.
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[ P H O T O M O N TA G E C O V E R D E S I G N B Y R O D C H E N K O ]

Kreitan, G.V. Chelovek na kryshe: Vtoraya kniga stikhov [i.e. Man on the
Roof. The Second Book of Poetry]. Tiflis: Izd-vo ob-va «Zakkniga», 1928.
91 pp. 21x14 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Near fine. Signed by
the author on the title page (in poetic form).
WorldCat
locates one copy
(Getty Research
Institute).

First and only edition. Scarce. One of 3000 copies. Photomontage design
of the cover by Alexander Rodchenko (defined by reference).
Georgy Vladimirovich Kreitan (1900-1951) published his first book
of poems in 1926 while he was still serving in Red Army (1924-28).
In Tbilisi he was one of the editors in ‘Zarya Vostoka’ newspaper. He
organized poetry group for mostly high school students (others were
conscripted) where poems were read and consultations given. Bulat
Okudjava was one of comers to the group. Author’s autograph on the
title page in a form of the poem: «Pishu tak stikh, chto tru ego, / Pok ne
izotru do dna, / Vam eta strofa, Tetrtsova, / Vam eta strofa odna?»; lower
he added «Util’-stariyo» (i.e. ‘Old Junk’).

Cover. No 36
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[ D E S I G N B Y T E L I N G AT E R ]

Kirsanov, S.I. Slovo predostavlyaetsya Kirsanovu [i.e. The Word Belongs
to Kirsanov]. Moscow: GIZ, 1930. [84] pp. 20,5х9 cm. Original wrappers
with letterpress lettering and photomontage illustrations. A very good
copy. Some restoration of the covers. One of 3000 copies.
An exceptional example of innovative constructivist typographic
design by Telingater that intended to enhance the work of the leftist
poet Semyon Kirsanov.
Solomon Telingater (1903-1969) was a Russian graphic artist, designer
and typeface designer. Telingater wrote influential books on typography
and designed some of the most memorable books of the Soviet period.
He was the first Soviet citizen to receive the Gutenberg award for his
achievements in designing books and typefaces.
The pioneer in printing arts was El Lissitzky who saw the book as a
visual object, but the widespread acceptance of these ideas did not
occur until the turn of the 1920s and ‘30s as a result of the efforts
of his young followers. First among them was Telingater. He designed
books as if they were films, or a monumental poster - as sophisticated
artistic construction. This kind of book was produced for its collective
impact, not merely for the joy of the individual reader. His work is akin
to the art of declamation: letters react to slightest fluctuations of poetic
intonation instantly changing the size and color. His vision also affected
what literary genres he chose to work with, and Kirsanov’s poetic work
provided appropriate material to match Telingater’s extraordinary
visual imagination. The front wrapper suggests a combination of agitprop and Dadaist elements via collage techniques. For one particular
poem, the type is laid out in the shape of a man. All elements of the
book, including the text itself, are connected as one visual art object
which makes a very strong impression on its readers.
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[ F U T U R I S T COV E R B Y K L I U N ]

Kruchyonykh, A. Ironiada. Lirika. Mai-iyun’ 1930 g. [i.e. Ironiada. Lyric.
May-June of 1930]. Moscow, 1930. 19 pp., ill. 21,5х18 сm. In original
illustrated wrappers. Rubbed, two small closed tears of the spine.
Otherwise a near fine copy.
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WorldCat locates
four copies in US
libraries.
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One of 250 copies. Very rare.
Published by the author. Cover design by I. Kliun. Illustrations by I.
Terentyev. This is one of the last works by Kruchyonykh. There were two
versions of the title page: one with stated run of 150 copies, another
- of 250 copies. Our copy of this second run. But many experts and
researchers of Kruchyonykh’s work claim there was only one run of 150
copies.
Ivan Kliun (1873-1943) was an important Russian avant-garde painter
and teacher who worked for Narkompros and VKhUTEMAS. Igor’
Terentiev was another futurist poet who helped Kruchyonykh found the
41° group in Tiflis. MoMA. 873.

[ K H L E B N I K O V, Z D A N E V I C H & K R U C H Y O N Y K H ]

Khlebnikov, Velimir. Zverinets [i.s. At the Zoo (Menagerie)]. Moscow:
Gruppa druzei Khlebnikova, 1930. 17 pp. 21,2x17,8 cm. Lithographed
edition made within the series Neizdannyi Khlebnikov (i.e. The
Unpublished Khlebnikov). In original wrappers with pictorial and
typographical lithograph design by Kirill Zdanevich. Edited by Aleksei
Kruchyonykh. Introduction by Yurii Olesha. Some restoration to the
spine. Overall a near fine clean copy.
WorldCat
located one copy
(Getty Research
Institute).

One of 130 copies. Very rare.
This is the first and only separate edition of the poem At the Zoo by
Velimir Khlebnikov (1885-1922). At that time a lot of people were
working on publishing his works like Aleksei Kruchyonykh who was
gathering unpublished materials. Another reason for printing this book
was to make a connection with the first publication of the poem in 1910
in Sadok Sudei almanac which was handwritten and lithographed (so
was this edition). This edition also includes memories and comments
by Kruchyonykh and little known introduction by Yurii Olesha. Not only
Olesha but a few other Russian critics and writers in 1920s praised At
the Zoo as an ideal example of a new poetry, new «academy», manifesto
for young writers. Zverinets is an excellent example of Russian futurism
and a first attempt to create a new poetic structure different from usual
romantic and post-romantic poetry. MoMA. 926.
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[ A N T I - N A Z I C A R I C AT U R E ]

Drosha [i.e. The Flag. Weekly Artistic and Literary Magazine]. Tbilisi:
Sakhelgami, 1933. No.12. 21 pp. 31x22 cm. Original illustrated
publisher’s wrappers. Minor tears and soiling to the wrapper. Overall a
very good copy.
Very rare issue of Drosha with the caricature reflecting the
Nazis coming to power in Germany. The wrapper design by Deni (antinazi image).
Viktor Deni (1893-1946) was the main caricaturist of Stalin’s
Russia and one of the creators of the Agitprop style. He created posters
and caricatures ridiculing the West while celebrating everything Soviet
as well as Anti-Nazi caricatures.
The magazine was the supplement for The Communist
magazine during 1923-1926. The editor in chief was Mikhail Kakhiani
(1896-1937), the first secretary for Party Committee in Georgia. He was
executed in 1937.
Text in Georgian.

Cover No 40
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[ R O D C H E N K O A N D S T E PA N O VA ]

Podvig, dostoinyi stalinskoi epokhi: Fotoseriya / Sost. V. Kazulin [i.e. Feat
Worthy of Stalin Era: Photo Series / Compiled by V. Kazulin]. Moscow:
Soyuzfoto; Fotokhudozhnik, 1938. [1], 41 pp.: ill. 28x20 cm. 1 of 3000
copies. In original cardboard folder. Folder is restored. One flap of the
folder is replaced by new, two other flaps have been reattached. The
spine is backed and the case has been cleaned up. Pages have few
minor tears, otherwise near fine.
WorldCat locates
no copies.

First edition. Design by Alexander Rodchenko and Varvara Stepanova.
Photographs by I. Papanin, E. Krenkel, P. Shirshov, E. Fyodorova & others.
One of the rarest Rodchenko/Stepanova albums due to the
small run of copies. First ever constructivist album on Arctic.
This edition is dedicated to the famous expedition North Pole1 on the first Soviet manned drifting station in the Arctic ocean. For 234
days, Papanin’s team carried out a wide range of scientific observations
in the near-polar zone, until taken back by the two icebreakers. It was
the first expedition of its kind in the world.

Photomontage. No 41
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[ Z DA N E V I C H B ROT H E R S ]

Kirill Zdanevich. Ilya Zdanevich. Katalog vystavki [i.e. Exhibition Catalogue].
Tbilisi; Paris: Gos. muzei iskusstv Gruzii, 1989. 80 pp.: ill. 22x31 cm. In
original wrappers. Near fine.
WorldCat locates
only one copy
(MoMA).

Extremely rare.
In October of 1989 in the State Museum of Arts of Georgia (Tbilisi) was
opened exhibition dedicated to Zdanevich brothers. Elen ZdanevichIlyazd, widow of Ilya Zdanevich (1894-1975), brought part of her
archive from Paris where lived for most part of his life and died. Kirill
Zdanevich’s (1892-1969) archive of documents and paintings was used
as well. When the exhibition closed Elen donated a lot of showpieces to
the Museum – books, manuscripts, letters, photographs, posters.
Catalogue includes: Introduction by the editor T. Sanikidze (in Georgian,
Russian and French) and Elen Zdanevich-Ilyazd, widow of Ilya Zdanevich,
in Georgian. Five articles dedicated to artists in Georgian (Art life in
Tiflis, K. Zdanevich. Art biography, Caucasian theme in Ilya Zdanevich’s
art, Georgian in Paris, Zdanevich the Wanderer). Lists of works and
chronology of life and work for both artists separately (in Georgian and
Russian). Table of contents in Georgian, Russian and French.
Catalogue is provided with a lot of images of the showpieces:
photographs, drawings, book covers, paintings, posters, et al.
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[ F I R S T D E S C R I P T I O N O F T H E L I B R A RY I N R U S S I A N ]

Bakmeister, I.G. Opyt o biblioteke i kabinete redkostey i istorii naturalnoy…
[i.e. The Survey of the Library and the Cabinet of Rarities and Natural
History of Saint Petersburg Imperial Academy of Sciences]. St. Petersburg:
Tipografiya morskogo shlyahetskogo korpusa, 1779. 191 pp. 19x12
cm. Contemporary full-leather. Marbled endpapers. Pre-revolutionary
stamps of two institutional libraries, both reorganized in 19th century.
Exceptionally good condition for a Russian 18th century book.
This is the first description of the library in Russian. The Library of the
Russian Academy of Sciences was found in 1714 and was the biggest
of the time. Ivan Bakmeister (1732-1788) was the main librarian of the
library starting in 1756 he made the first catalogue of the holdings and
the first description (originally printed in French, this is the first Russian
edition).
The book contains the history of the library and the description of
its most valuable books – foreign books, old-Slavonic manuscripts
and Russian first-printed books. The second part is dedicated entirely
to Kuntskamera – the cabinet of rarities and natural history, the first
Russian museum founded by Peter the Great. At the time Library and
Kunstkamera were sharing the building.
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[CLASSIC BIBLIOGRAPHY]

Shibanov, P. Ishchem kupit. Our desiderata [i.e. In Search to Buy. Our
Desiderata]. Moscow: Mezhdunarodnaya kniga, 1927. 16 pp. 21x13,6 cm.
Original wrappers. Very good condition.
The brochure was compiled by Petr Shibanov (1864-1935), the most
well-known antiquarian bookseller of the time containing the short list
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of rarest Russian books. There are only 378 books in the list with prices
that Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga (i.e. The International bookshop) is ready
to pay for them.
This brochure became a talking point for a long while because of the
book selection and the prices – some younger booksellers didn’t like
criteria of the selection.
Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga along with Torgsin was responsible for selling
several important Russian manuscripts from museums to the West in
1930s.
This catalogue now regards as a classic bibliography for any collector
of Russian books. Now to have even 1 book from the list in a collection
should be considered as a remarkable achievement.
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[ T H E M A I N E C O N O M I C W O R K O F T H E F I R S T T R A N S L AT O R O F
MARX]

Nikolay - On [Danielson, Nikolay Francevich]. Ocherki nashego
poreformennogo obshcshestvennago chozjajstva [i.e. Studies of Our PostReform Economy]. St Petersburg: A. Benke, 1893. XVI, 353, (1) pp. + 29
tables. 8vo. Contemporary quarter-leather binding with gilt-lettering on
the spine. Boards are slightly rubbed. Good condition.
Rare.
Nikolay Francevich Danielson (1844-1918) was a pivotal figure in
Russian economic thought. He was responsible for the first translation
of Karl Marx’s Das Kapital in any language (published in Russian in
1872). Although he corresponded personally with Marx his own
economic views were very different. Danielson was the leader of
Russian liberal economic thought, but he undertook the translation
of Marx to demonstrate that there was a third way of developing the
Russian economy. He disagreed both with the official imperial policy
of the time and with the Marxist alternative that was becoming very
popular in Russia from the 1870s.
Danielson famously stated: «The problem facing us could have been
summed up in the following terms: What should we do to bring our
industry up to the level of Western industry, in order to prevent Russia
from becoming a vassal of more advanced countries, and at the same
time raise the living standards of the people as a whole? What we did,
instead, was to identify large-scale modern industry with its capitalist
form, thus reducing the problem to the following dilemma: To what
should we sacrifice our cottage industries - to our own capitalist industry
or to English industry? When the issue was presented in this way - and
this is how it was presented - our cottage industries were doomed and
we began to propagate our own capitalist industry» (pp. 390-91).
One of Danielson’s Marxist opponents, a member of Lenin’s organization
Souyz borby za osvobozhdenie raboshego klassa, said of him that: “No
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authors of that time – not Vorontsov, nor Kryvenko, nor Mikhailovsky
– brought us more trouble with his criticism of Marxism as Danielson.
The “Mont Blanc” of statistical calculations, great erudition, the ability
to articulate economic concepts and, finally, the charm of the first Marx
translator - made him the most formidable opponent”.
A rare fine copy of one of the most important books in the history of
Russian thought.
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[UNKNOWN RUSSIAN EDITION OF COMMUNIST MANIFESTO]

Marx, K. Engels, F. Kommunisticheskiy manifest [i.e. The Communist
Manifesto]. Tiflis: Kavkazskiy rabochiy, [1917] 36 pp. 19x14 cm. Original
wrapper. Very good condition except for a bleak stain on the wrapper
and first page.
This edition is
not found in
Russian State,
Russian National
Libraries as well
as WorldCat.
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Extremely rare.
The first edition to be printed and distributed on Caucasus. The paper
‘Worker of Caucasus’ (Kavkazskiy rabochiy) was created in March of
1917 and existed till December of the same year. It was based on the
paper ‘Caucasus worker sheet’ that run through 1902-1905 and was
edited by Stalin. It was closed down after the recolution of 1905 and
reopened only 12 years later. The manifesto was printed in autumn
of 1917. By 1918 Mencheviks in Georgia formed Georgian Democratic
Republic that existed till 1922. As a result of this the Bolshevik paper
‘Worker of Caucasus’ was closed again.
The only edition of this unknown translation. The editon starts with
the translation of 3 prefaces by Marx and Engles for 1872,1883, 1890
editions.

[ S TA L I N ’ S F I R S T A P P E A R A N C E A S O N E O F B O L S H E V I K
LEADERS]

Protokoly Obyedinitel’nogo syezda Rossiyskoy Sotsial’demokraticheskoy
Rabochey Partii, sostoyavshegosya v Stokgolme [i.e. The Protocols of the
Unity Congress of Russian Social-Democratic Party in Stockholm in 1906].
Moscow: K.Ivanov, 1907. [2], VI, 420 pp. 22,5x14,5 cm. Original printed
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wrapper. Uncut. Very good.
Extremely rare.
The book contains the full version of all speeches on the fourth congress
of Social Democrats that happened in Stockholm in 1906. That congress
was the important point in Stalin’s life – he was chosen to be one of
the three delegates from Caucasus. It was slightly unexpected because
before 1906 he was mostly in charge of the terrorist activity and have
not published any articles or theoretical works unlike Lenin and other
important party members. The book has the list of all the delegates –
Stalin is listed under the pseudonym Ivanovich. It is possibly the first
time he is mentioned in print.
The debates at the congress were concentrated around the agrarian
question (what would happened with the land after the revolution) –
Lenin was leading the most radical position based on nationalizing
the land and was defeated by much more moderate Mensheviks. Later
when the party split up that was named as one of the reason. It’s known
that Stalin didn’t take Lenin’s side on that matter and was in favor of
compromising strategy proposed by Borisov.
The book was printed in St. Petersburg in 1907. Soon it was banned by
the order of court (see ‘Index of banned books’ (Alfavitnyi ukazatel’ knig
na kotorye nalozhen arest). SPb., 1907, p. 35). It was also dangerous
to possess such book in USSR as this congress was one of Bolsheviks’
weaker moments.
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[CHALIAPIN, Fyodor]

Original photograph of F. Shalyapin signed by him with musical notes:
«Try if you want! F. Shalyapin. Msc. 22/XII/98». Moscow, 1898. 15,7х10,6
cm. Photographed in the studio by V. Chekhovsky.
Early Shalyapin’s autographs are very rare.
Fyodor Ivanovich Shalyapin (1873-1938) was a remarkable Russian
opera singer whose vivid declamation, great resonance, and dynamic
acting made him the best-known singer-actor of his time. He was very
involved in his international carrier, and he had a great impact on the
world of opera singing. In 1896-1899 he sang in opera house of Savva
Mamontov. Those four seasons made him famous as he developed a lot
and moved to performing first parts and solos
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WorldCat locates
one copy in the
University of
Tulsa.

[ G L A Z U N O V, A l e x a n d e r ]

Glazunov, A.K. [Glazounow, Alezandre] Raymonda. Ballet en trois acte.
Sujet de Lydie Pachkoff et de Marius Petipa [i.e. Raymonda. Ballet in three
acts. Libretto by Lidia Paskova and Marius Petipa]. Leipzig: M.P. Belaieff,
1898. 3-167, [1] pp. 35x28 cm. In later cloth. Illustrated front cover
preserved. Stains on the boards and some restoration to the cover.
Otherwise very good.
Inscription by A. Glazunov on the front cover: «To dedicated musician
and tireless social activist Boris Iosifovich Narovlyansky for a good
memory from a devoted to him admirer of the “women”from the third
floor. A. Glazunov. 24th of April, 1921».
Alexander Konstantinovich Glazunov (1865-1936) was a Russian
composer and conductor, student of Rimsky-Korsakov, professor and
head of the Saint Petersburg Conservatory (1907-1928). One of his most
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famous students of Dmitrii Shostakovich.
This is a two-hand piano reduction of the most famous and celebrated
of his compositions – ballet ‘Raymonda’ (1897).
Boris Narovlyansky was Russian musician studying in St. Petersburg
conservatory while Glazunov was a director there. Composer was
impressed by his skills and accepted him into the conservatory. There was
an interesting episode when he and his fellow students in 1919 during
deficit of the food went to see the minister of education Lunacharsky to
ask him for alcohol for their director as he was, apparently, dependent
on it!
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[ S H O S TA K O V I C H , D m i t r i i ]

Printed image on a cardboard. 24,7x16 cm (cardboard - 30x20 cm).
Inscribed by Shostakovich under the photo in Russian: «To dear Vladimir
Petrovich Nemeshaev for a good memory. D. Shostakovich. 29 VIII 1969
Moscow». Autograph addressed to V.P. Nemeshaev, the director of
copyright department and employee of the Moscow Society of Dramatic
Writers and Composers.

See p. 59

Dmitri Dmitrievich Shostakovich (1906-1975), famous Soviet composer,
renowned particularly for his 15 symphonies, numerous chamber works,
and concerti, many of them written under the pressures of governmentimposed standards of Soviet art.
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[ M E Y E R H O L D , Vs e v o l o d ]

Extensive autograph on typed letter by V. Meyerhold. Borovikha, the 5th
of December of 1935. 6 pp. 30х21 сm.
See p. 59

This letter is Meyerhold’s response to memo sent to him by accountantgeneral of Meyerhold Theatre about employees getting personal
salaries. This letter is addressed to Vladimir Glinsky (1888-1938),
assistant director for the Theatre. The handwritten part is dedicated to
personal salaries of workers and actors, first of all, Zinaida Raich, Igor’
Iliinsky, Mikhail Tsarev, S. Khmel’nitsky et al.
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Vsevolod Meyerhold (1874-1940) was a Russian theatrical producer,
director, and actor whose provocative experiments in nonrealistic
theatre made him one of the productive forces in modern theatre.
Meyerhold founded his own theatre in 1920, which was known from
1923 as the Meyerhold Theatre until 1938. He inspired revolutionary
artists and filmmakers such as Sergei Eisenstein, who studied with him.
In the early 1930s, when Joseph Stalin repressed all avant-garde art
and experimentation, his works were proclaimed antagonistic and alien
to the Soviet people. Before his death he was tortured, and executed by
the state (cleared of all charges in 1955).
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[EISENSTEIN’S EROTIC SKETCHES]

Eisenstein, Sergei. Two pornographic drawings. Colored pencils. 33x21
cm. With the monogram of the artist and date on all four – 31.12.1942.
Good condition. Provenance: acquired by the present owner from Jean
Claude Marcade collection who acquired it from Pera Astasheva – the
artist’s wife.
One of the drawings has the proverb description: ‘Dolg platezhom krasen’
(i.e. One good turn deserves another) and the other has ‘Koshmar!’ (i.e.
The nightmare) written in pencil.
Sergei Eisenstein (1898-1948) is the pioneer of Soviet cinema, the
director who revolutionized the art of cinema in the 1920s-40s.
Eisenstein first created erotic sketches in 1915 when was visiting the
injured soldiers in the war hospitals. In 1930-40s the certain style was
developed – the black humor and irony in combination with elements of
proverb and fairy tale. Until recently his drawings weren’t well known.
Some biographic sources tell that some of these drawings were created
‘from nature’.
The question of Eisenstein’s sexuality is still open – though he
was married, some researches find evidence of his asexuality and
homosexuality.
The time when these drawings were created suggests that they were
done in Almaty in Kazakhstan where Eisenstein was evacuated during
the war.
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[ T I M I RYA Z E V, K l i m e n t ]

Inscription by K. Timiryazev on a phototype of his portrait: “Georgiyu
Kuz’michu Fel’tdenu ot serdechno predannogo K. Timiryazeva [i.e.
To Georgy Kuz’mich Fel’tden. Your sincerely K. Timiryazev]. Moscow,
[1910s]. Paper, ink. Phototype made by K. Fisher. 22x14,3 cm.
Kliment Arkadievich Timiryazev (1843-1920), famous Russian botanist
and physiologist, highly-regarded popularizer of science widely
known for his enthusiastic public lectures, and moreover, a confirmed
Darwinian, a point of view rarely espoused in czarist Russia. In 1910s
Timiryazev was foremost Russian botanist of the day. His main scientific
achievement was the development of experimental and theoretical
problems of photosynthesis in plants.
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[ M E C H N I K O V, I l y a ]

Autograph note signed. Saint Léger en Yvelines, 1915. 12х14,5 сm.
Thank you note on the Pasteur Institute stationery: «Saint Léger en
Yvelines, 22 June 1915. Dear Mr. Chairman, Let me express tremendous
gratitude to you as the face of Russian Veterinary Society for electing
me as honorary member and for wishes on my 70th birthday. I give to
you personally and to Draginsky and Prokofiev my sincere gratitude.
With sincere respect your Il. Mechnikov». The note was addressed to
Sergei Grintser (1860-1936), chairman of the Russian Veterinary Society.
Ilya Ilyich Mechnikov (1845-1916), the celebrated Russian biologist,
was the second Russian Nobel Laureate (1908). He was awarded the
prize for his work on immunity. Mechnikov discovered and described
phagocytosis—the phenomenon that is pivotal for the modern
understanding of immunity. In 1887 he moved to Paris where he was
given a laboratory in the Pasteur Institute (deputy director since 1905).
He lived in France till his death but never lost connection with Russia.
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[KAPITSA, Pyotr]

Doklad ob organizatsii nauchnoi raboty v institute fizicheskikh problem
Akademii nauk SSSR // Vestnik Akademii Nauk SSSR [i.e. Report on the
Organization of Scientific Work in Institute for Physical Problems of the
Academy of Sciences of the USSR // Herald of the Academy of the Sciences
of the USSR]. Issue #6. Moscow: izd-vo Akademii nauk SSSR, [1943]. 24
pp. 25,2х16,8 сm. In original wrappers. Soiling and rubbings of covers,
tear of the spine and p.19. Otherwise good copy.
Inscribed on the front cover by Kapitsa: «Tov[arishch] Zverev look on
p.13 about Narkomfin. P. Kapitsa»;. Markings in text by Kapitsa.
This report was read by Kapitsa on 18th of May 1943. The inscription
was probably addressed to Arsenii Zverev (1900-1969), Soviet finance
minister since 1938 to 1960. In 1942 he was commissioned to supervise
issuance of radium and platinum to start work in the nuclear industry.
Kapitsa referred to p. 13 because that fragment he dedicated to Ministry
of Finance and criticized its financing of the Institute (which he founded
in 1943).
Pyotr Leonidovich Kapitsa (Peter Kapitza; 1894-1984), outstanding
Soviet physicist. In 1978 he won the Nobel Prize in Physics «for his basic
inventions and discoveries in the area of low-temperature physics»;
and was also cited for his long term role as a leader in the development
of this area.
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[ E A R LY Y O U N G T R A N S L AT I O N ]

Young, E. Stihotvoricheskie krasoty Eduarda Yonga [i.e. The Poetic Beauties
of Edward Young] / translated from English by Mikh. Parenago. Moscow:
Kryazhev and May, 1806. [4], 362, [13] p., 1 frontispiece. 17,7x11,4 cm.
Contemporary full leather. Title of the book gilt on the spine. Tiny hole
in the title page, some stains but overall very good condition. Owner’s
inscription ‘Shilovoy Tatiany’ on the endpapers done in the first quarter
of XIX century.
Early Russian translation of English classical poet Edward Young done
by Mikhail Parenago (1780-1832) the author of English grammar (1828)
and Russian-English dictionary (1808-1817).
Young was translated to Russian in XVIII century but this is one of the
first translations that was done from English, not from French. Parenago
used ‘Beauties of Edward Young’ (1802) - anthology by G.Evans. He also
puts the quote from Evans on the title page as an epigraph.

Only one copy
in Germany
according to
WorldCat.
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[ F I R S T R U S S I A N M AC B E T H ]

Shakespeare, W. Makbet: Tragediya Shekspira / Per.A. Rotcheva [i.e. Macbeth.
Tragedy by Shakespeare / Translated by A. Rotchev]. St. Petersburg: tip.
Departamenta narodnogo prosveshcheniya, 1830. 116 pp. 21x13,5 cm.
In 19th century card boards with marbled paper. Leather label with gilt
lettering on the spine. Near fine. Some rubbing, occasional foxing.
First edition of Russian translation.
Translated from Friedrich Schiller’s German translation.
Almost all Shakespeare’s Russian translations in the beginning of the
19th century were made from French and German versions. It even
reached the point where translator of this edition A. Rotchev titled his
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Only one copy in
USA according to
WorldCat (Folger
Shakespeare
Library).
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translation «Macbeth. Tragedy by Shakespeare. From Schiller’s works».
Russian translation of Macbeth were made before 1830 but not one was
printed. First known translation was made in 1802 by A.I. Turgenev who
admitted that it was too weak.
Interesting that geographer M. Vronchenko who started to translate
Macbeth in 1828 but finished it only in 1836 when he presented it to
censor’s office it was banned. Regicide in Macbeth made this tragedy
suspicious to tsar’s censors so during reign of Nicholas I (1825-1855)
its production was constantly banned.

[FIRST BOOK IN RUSSIAN ABOUT BYRON]

[Medwin, T.] Zapiski o lorde Bairone [i.e. Journal of the Conversations of
Lord Byron]: [In 2 vols]. St. Petersburg: tip. N. Grecha, 1835. Vol.1. [4], VIII,
197 pp., [1] front.; Vol.2. [4], 153 pp. 8vo. Lord Byron’s portrait on the
frontispiece. Two volumes in contemporary half-leather bindings, with
gilt-lettering on spines. Labels on spines, some rubbings to covers, prerevolutionary library stamps (Tallinn), foxing.
WorldCat locates
only one copy in
Italy.

Rare, especially with the portrait.
This is the first edition of the work by Thomas Medwin which was noted
during a residence with Byron at Pisa in 1821-1822. This is also a first
book in Russian about Lord Byron.
Thomas Medwin (1788-1869), poet, Percy Shelley’s cousin and close
friend of Lord Byron. Published in late October 1824, Medwin’s Journal of
the Conversations of Lord Byron was the first of the book-length memoirs
to appear following Byron’s death in April.
The influence of Byron in Russia is difficult to underestimate. Almost
all of the notable poets of the first half of 19th century were influenced
by him; his books were translated during his lifetime and afterwards.
Alexander Pushkin (1799-1837) was influenced by Byron. He was
interested in reading this book as soon as it came out. He asked his
brother to send him a copy to Mikhailovskoe in 1825 but the censor
committee didn’t allow the distribution of both the English and French
versions of the text. The first Russian translation came out 10 years later
and the same year Pushkin wrote an article «On Byron and significant
things» presumably influenced by this book that was in his library
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(Modzalevsky. 696).
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[DICKENS IN ARMENIAN]

Dickens, Charles. Dawit Kopperfild: kensagrakan vep, patkerazard [i.e.
David Copperfield. The Biographical Novel]. Part 1 [and all] / translated
from English by Pilippos Vaedanyan. Tiflis: Armenian publishing house
number 9; Azanyants typography, 1912. [4], IX, 458, [1] pp., 1 port., 15
ill. 8vo. Contemporary cloth with a later leather spine. A very good clean
copy.
WorldCat
locates one copy
(Michigan). The
National Library
of Armenia
doesn’t have this
edition.
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Rare. Illustrated edition – the pictures apparently have been taken from
an English edition of the time. Twenty chapters from David Copperfield
as printed in Tbilisi in Armenian. By the research we made we can say
that most likely that it’s all that was printed.
The book came out in series that commemorated 400th anniversary of
the Armenian printing.
Dickens in Armenian language first started to appear in 1880s-90s, the
first edition of this novel was printed in 1897 in Tbilisi. This is the first
illustrated edition of this book.

[ F I R S T B O O K B Y J OYC E I N R U S S I A N ]

Joyce, J. Dublintsy. Rasskazy / Perevod s angl. E.N. Fedotovoi [i.e. Dubliners.
Stories / Translated by E.N. Fedotova]. Leningrad: Mysl’, 1927. 3-168 pp.
18x13 cm. In original illustrated wrappers by Georgy Fitingof. Lacks
half-title, small tears of the spine and few damp stains. Otherwise a
very good copy.
WorldCat locates
only 2 copies in
USA.

This is the first separate edition of anything by Joyce in Russian. First
almost full edition of Dubliners (without The Sisters, An Encounter, A
Mother, Grace).
Soviet readers first heard of James Joyce in the 1920s, and at the same
time first translations were made. First appearance of excerpts of Ulysses
in Russian was in 1925. But the very first - «The Counterparts» - came
out before that, it was printed in literary magazine in 1924 (Russian
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translation was Rabiy bunt, i.e. The Revolt of the Slaves). («The Reception
of James Joyce in Europe»).

61

[UKRAINIAN BOOK OF JUNGLE]

Kipling, R. Dzhungli: Oppovidannya pro zhittya ditini mizh zvirima / Z
angl. originalom zviriv i zredaguvav Mikola Ivanov [i.e. The Jungle Book: A
Story about Child’s Life with Animals / Translated and edited by M. Ivanov].
[Kiev]: Derzhavne Vid-vo Ukraini, 1929. 204 pp.: ill. 28x18 cm. In original
illustrated wrappers. Covers with tears and restoration, loss of the small
piece and restoration of the spine, general soiling, stain on the upper
side of few pages, small restoration of the edge of p.1.
WorldCat locates
no copies.
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Illustrated throughout. Illustrations by Vasily Vatagin were made
specially for this Ukrainian edition. Vasily Alekseevich Vatagin (18831969), Russian Soviet artist and sculptor who produced illustrations
for around 50 books about animals. But ‘The Jungle Book’ is considered
the main of his works: «Illustrations to the ‘Mowgli’ became my main
achievment as I put all efforts into it, and for 40 years there were no
such editions to compete with it». He went to India where he made
hundreds of sketches. First version of illustrations was printed in 1922
in Russia and included around 120 drawings but for this Ukrainian
edition he prepared new set of drawings.
First Ukrainian translations were made in the beginning of the 20th
century, and in comparison with Russian translations many consider
them more expressive. Also interesting how a paragraph about the
priest in “Tiger! Tiger!” that was in the first English edition (1894) but
was excluded by the author in all other printings was still translated
by several early translators. This paragraph passed from one edition
to another for almost a century. Our edition also has this paragraph.

[FIRST RUSSIAN STEINBECK]

Steinbeck, J. Grozdiya gneva / Perevod s angl. N. Volzhinoi [i.e. The Grapes
of Wrath / Translated from English by N. Volzhina]. Moscow: Gosizdat,
1940. 504 pp.: ill., 1 front. (ill.). 20x13,5 cm. Illustrations by L. Brodaty.
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In original publisher’s illustrated card boards. Covers slightly rubbed,
owner’s signature on the front endpaper, owner’s ink book stamp on the
title page, pp. 17, 41, 504; a small wormhole on the lower side of a few
pages. Otherwise a very good clean copy.
WorldCat locates
four copies.

First Russian edition. First book by Steinbeck in Russian.
Although the book was banned shortly in Ireland and few American
towns (in schools and libraries) it was for obvious reasons never
banned in Soviet Union. It was important for Soviet authorities to
monitor what was published in the West. Unfortunately for them it
was a hard task to find anything suitable for their purposes - a high
standard bright foreign fiction with correct ideology. That is why Grapes
of Wrath was a definite bombshell not only in America but even more so
in Soviet Union. It made Steinbeck famous in a day. Starting in August
of 1939 such newspapers as Pradva, Ogonyok, Literary Newspaper
printed short fragments from Grapes of Wrath. Soviet newspapers made
it famous even before it was fully published. For example, Izvestiya
from November 17th 1939 with an article titled «Grapes of Wrath banned in USA» about a campaign against the book across America: «...
because it reflects the hard situation and conditions in which farmers
live in California». Soviet anti-capitalist interpretation was obvious and
announced instantly in many reviews, e.g. in one of these reviews was
said the author «leads us to a logical way out - a revolution, freeing
lower classes from exploitation».
Soviet periodicals clearly showed ideological and political bias typical
for the Soviet assessment and interpretation of the novel as an
example of proletarian and anti-capitalist American literature. After the
full translation was published in 1940 Steinbeck received many letters
from Soviet editors and officials thanking him for writing this novel and
telling him about thousands of new fans.
In 1948 USSR bought rights for Grapes of Wrath film (1940) to demonstrate
the Soviet viewer all «ulcers and vices» of American capitalism but in
just a few days of the showing the film was cancelled because people
noticed that a broke farmer was able to buy a used truck.
In 1963 Steinbeck came to Russia for the second time (his first visit he
described in his book A Russian Journal published in 1948). At one of the
unofficial meetings at Russian poet Evtushenko’s apartment he met a
Siberian driver (Evtushenko’s uncle Andrey) with whom he spent
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almost the entire evening in a conversation. Apparently the driver knew
Grapes of Wrath very well which maid Steinbeck ecstatic: «You made
my day, Andrew! I would never thought truck drivers from Siberia would
read my books!»
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[ P H O T O - D O C U M E N TAT I O N O F U Z B E K I S TA N ]

[Album with 62 Original Photographs of Tashkent, Samarkand, Sanzar
River, Nanai and Brichmulla Villlages, Greater Chimgan Mountain etc.].
Ca. 1890s. 16x21,5 cm. 62 prints 12x17,5 cm mounted on card stock
leaves. All but one with period pencil captions in Russian on versos.
Period style black half sheep with cloth boards and gilt lettered title
in Russian on the spine. Several images slightly faded and soiled, but
overall a very good album.
Early very rare album of Uzbekistan photographs taken by a Russian
government official or officer in the then Imperial GovernorGeneralship of Turkestan. The photos date back to the last phase of the
Great Game. The collection houses over twenty views of the province’s
capital Tashkent – its «Russian» part with Sobornaya (Kaufman) street,
Moskovsky prospect with the building of the Military Club, Vorontsovsky
prospect, house of the local banker Glinka-Yanchevsky on Vorontsovsky
prospect, and the old city showing its narrow streets (one featuring
large clay pottery lined along the street), a mosque, holy springs and
a holy tree, a street during an open air prayer, a cemetery, a mill, and a
market. There are also two interesting group portraits of native singers
in the old city, bird’s-eye view of the old Tashkent, and a photo of the
Bukhara pavilion at the Turkestan exhibition of agriculture and industry
which was opened in 1890 to commemorate 25 years of Russian rule in
Central Asia. Two photos portray local «durachoks» (street fools). About
thirty photos show the ancient architecture of Samarkand, including
Shah-i-Zinda necropolis, Medrese Tillа Qori, Mausoleum KhodjaDonier, marble cut floor vase from the Tamerlan’s palace (the palace
didn’t survive), the interior of the Bibi Khanum mausoleum, large stone
pedestal for the reading of the Quran, Tamerlan’s throne, as well as
numerous street and square views. It is interesting that four photos
from the «Samarkand» series feature the apparent compiler of the
album, with one also showing his photo camera. The other images
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depict various landscapes in Uzbekistan - so-called «Tamerlan’s Gate»
in the Sanzar River gorge on the route from Tashkent to Samarkand,
Ananai (Nanai) and Brichmulla (Burchmulla) villages, Brichmulla bridge
over the Koksu River, «donkey bridge» on the way to Chimgan, Greater
Chimgan mountain with the village at its foot, «devil’s bridge» on the
way to Chimgan, a white camel with its caregiver, and others. Overall a
very rare early photo-documentation of Uzbekistan.
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[ P H OTO S O F P L AG U E I N C E N T R A L A S I A ]

[Levin, A.M.] Anzob [Photo album]. [St. Petersburg, 1899]. [23 pp.]
20,5x30,5 cm. In brown cloth with gilt lettering and decorations on the
front board and decoration in blind on the back board. All edges gilt.
Fine. Photographs faded.
31 photographs with captions in Russian. Among objects depicted on
the photos are Yaghnob and Zeravshan Rivers, Fan Darya river, Fann
mountains, ruins of Sarvadan fortress, villages, Trans-Caspian Railway,
Bukhara, mace-bearers of emir in Kermine (now Navoiy).
But the most fascinating and valuable are the last three photos
depicting measures which were taken by St. Petersburg crew of doctors
to stop the plague - vaccination, quarantine, cordon.
On the first page ink inscription: «To dear Ivan Vasil’yevich Meshchaninov.
In memory from Alexander Levin. February 6th 1899».
Ivan Meshchaninov (1846-1919), was a Russian prosecutor and senator
since 1900.
Alexander Levin, Russian physician and professor, studied and published
a lot of works on plague diseases (including his article «Plague in
Anzob» published in ‘The Doctor’ magazine in 1899).
Both of them were included in anti-plague expedition during outbreak
which took place in 1898 in a small mountain village Anzob in northwest Tajikistan next to Anzob pass connecting north and south of the
region. The expedition was led by the duke Alexander Petrovich of
Oldenburg (1844-1933) known for his philanthropic work.
Local Bukhara authorities started to act only when the plague began
to kill hundreds of people around Anzob. Russian authorities took
emergency measures and closed roads to Anzob. Duke Alexander
moved Cossack regiment there to keep quarantine chain intact. The
disease was shut down in Anzob where it was successfully stopped by
doctors’ efforts. Medical and observation posts were created in villages
around Anzob. 72 doctors, including 15 women, worked there. Аt the
end of the epidemic, the overall mortality rate was 85%. For patients
hospital was established, all healthy people were collected in separate,
pre-disinfected huts. Doctors burned all clothes, blankets, pillows etc.,
painted everything with lime, washed all furniture and livestock with
slaked lime, filled quarter of graveyard with lime and supported it with
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reinforced concrete. Something similar in Anzob happened 20 years
prior to that but there wasn’t such mortality. That’s why it was considered
that it’s a local disease, endemic. Only 80 years later Soviet scientists
determined the cause was in natural focus. Locals still remember graves
of their ancestors who died from the plague and they know that natural
focus is situated literally 100 meters from their houses.
Vaccine was developed by Khavkin in St. Petersburg and successfully
tested in India before Anzob plague (English medical magazines even
invented the term ‘haffkinize’). This vaccine together with quarantine
measures saved Eastern Bukhara and probably other regions of the
Central Asia from deadly epidemic. The first Russian plague laboratory
was built in St. Petersburg where they were making Khavkin vaccine
and which got its baptism of fire in Anzob.
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X

ARCHIVES & MANUSCRIPTS

65

[ P R E - R E V O L U T I O N A RY A R C H I V E O N C R O Q U E T ]

1. [Croquet. Notebook]. [1870s]. 186 pp. 21x17 cm. Blue cloth with gilt
lettering (‘Croquet’) on the front cover. Handwritten in black and colored
pencils on the graph paper. Author’s occasional crossings.
The notebook consists of paragraphs describing different aspects of
croquet: general rules, manual how to set up hoops and play croquet,
elements and phases of the game, terms (for example, ‘croquet stroke’ is
called just ‘croquet’), points, end of the game, variations, etc.
The most interesting part is description of the strikes from scientific
point of view. Possible situations are considered as mathematical or
geometrical exercises. For example, author derived formulas for oblique
croquet strokes. Moreover, on p. 128 author stated that he experimented
based on his calculations, and on p. 129 he drew a chart comparing
theoretical figures with those he gathered experimentally.
Almost every paragraph is provided with schemes depicting disposition
of hoops, trajectories of balls movements and variations of their
dispositions, etc. Several tables are very thoroughly put together, for
example, on p. 126 presented a table of changing the magnitude and
direction of the velocity depending on direction of strikes for balls of
different resiliency. On p. 161 can be found a graph based on that table
to make author’s calculations visual.
Part of the text and drawings in the notebook are dedicated to billiard
(Russian pyramid) which author called ‘table croquet’.
On p. 70 author made a scheme of a tool for painting balls (and dated
it June 12th 1878).
2. [Croquet Pyramid Game. Notebook]. 33 pp. 14x9 cm. Black leather
covers. Handwritten in ink on the graph paper with colored drawings.
This is the manual to, as written on the first page, croquet pyramid game
- an imitation of billiard game. The main goal is to hit as many balls
through hoops as possible. Notebook consists of rules, color drawings
explaining how to place hoops and balls, how to build pyramids out of
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15, 9, 8, 7, 10 et al. balls.
3. [Pencil drawing of the croquet court]. 21x28,5 cm. Paper, pencil.
4. [Manual to playing croquet]. [1868]. [108 pp., 8 ill.] 35x24 cm; 21x13,5
cm. Handwritten pages. Lined paper, ink. Colored drawings.
The manual is translated from English «Croquet Tactics». It was originally
written by Walter Jones-Whitmore (London, 1868). It was never officially
translated and published in Russia. In 1860s croquet came to Russia
and instantly it became very popular. This amateur translation is an
evidence to that as there was no other source of information how to
play it right.
5. [Folder of the rules to playing croquet]. [138 pp.] 35x24 cm. Handwritten
pages. Graph paper, pencil, pen. Colored drawings.
It starts with special instructions for players, for example, «You
shouldn’t be apathetic when you hit even if it seems easy. Lack of
the attention to easy hits can cause a loss of the game», or «Don’t
loose your temper, otherwise you probably will loose». Instructions are
followed by terminology (not finished) and schemes depicting various
game situations.
All text is followed with English words and their translations on the
right side of pages. Among the usual vocabulary specialcroquet terms
can be found.
This is possibly all or the most part of amateur translation from English
of «The Complete Croquet Player» by James Dunbar Heath (1873).
All items in a very good condition.

At first c roquet i n Russia w as a n entertainment only for aristocrates
and became indespensable for posh lifestyle, especially because noble
ladies were able to play it. They started to improve homesteads with
croquet fields. Elite educational institutions included the sport in their
programmes. Russian newspapers were proclaiming there was no place
where swell society gathered without crouqet courts.
A lot of Russian celebrities played croquet: Anna Pavlova, Fyodor
Chaliapin, Mendeleev, Mayakovsky, Lenin, Chekhov, Leo Tolstoy and
many others. In Yasnaya Polyana everyone in Tolstoy’s family was
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enthusiastic about participating in the game: it usually started after
lunch and continued even after dark with help of candles.
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[ FA M O U S E R O T I C S A M I Z D AT ]

Luka Mudishchev. A manuscript. [Ca. 1950s]. 12 pp. 16,5x13 cm. Owner’s
wrappers. Good condition.
«Luka» is the well-known pornographic poem that was originally
created in the second half of 19th century. Such things never could be
printed – neaither in tsarist Russia nor in Soviet. There were a number
of poems like that but no doubt that «Luka Mudishchev» is the most
famous one. Originally it was created by an unknown author who tried
to copy the style of notorious Ivan Barkov (1732-1768), talented pupil
of Mikhail Lomonosov who is now known as the creator of pornographic
verse. Never printed they lived long in the oral and manuscript versions.
Some researchers say that «Luka» was created by collective of authors,
the admirers of Barkov, a century after his works were created.
The first printed edition of this classic appeared in 1992.
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ORTHODOX ART &
ARCHITECTURE
67

[WOODEN ARCHITECTURE]

Golyshev, N. Pamyatniki derevyannykh tserkovnykh sooruzheniy. Starinnye
khramy vo Vladimirskoy gubernii [i.e. The Wooden Religious Architecture.
Old Churches of Vladimir Region] / drawings by Golyshev. Mstera: N.
Golyshev, 1879. [4], 6 p., 21 ill. 41.5x29 cm. Original cloth. The title page
is lithographed as well as illustrations. Good condition. The label of
the pre-revolutionary Architecture Society on the endpaper as well as
the bookplate of Maria Pribylova. Good condition overall, some soiling
(result of turning the pages).
Ivan Alexandrovich Golyshev (1838-1897) was the self-educated
peasant who started small lithography in Vladimir region in 1858. He
was born as a serve but after the liberation managed to run a successful
business printing mostly leaflets and luboks for people. He also was a
well-recognized archeologist of the day wrote more than 500 articles
on history, ethnography, concerning old icons and crafts. His main field
was everything concerning his region - Vladimir.
He created all illustrations for this album. Only 300-400 copies were
printed. All of the churches pictured here are either destroyed or rebuilt
now.
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[ICONOGRAPHY]

Kondakov, N.P. Ikonografiya bogomateri [i.e. The Iconography of Mother of
God]: [In 2 vols]. St. Petersburg: Tip. Imperatorskoi akademii nauk, 19141915. V.1. [4], 387 pp.: ill., 7 color ill.; V.2. [2], 451, [1] pp.: ill., 6 color ill.
28х19,6 cm. Two volumes in contemporary French (J. Dedonker’s label
on the front pastedown) bindings (cloth spines with gilt-lettering and
card boards with marbled paper). Original printed covers preserved. All
edges sprinkled. French stamps on front covers and title pages, luting
on spines, occasional markings.
Rare. First fundamental work on iconography of Mother of God.
Richly illustrated edition produced by the Department of Russian and
Literature of Imperial Academy of Sciences. 491 illustrations in text
and 13 separate color illustrations. It includes list of illustrations,
iconography index, subject index, extensive bibliography.
Nikodim Pavlovich Kondakov (1844-1925) was one of the major
prerevolutionary historians of Byzantine and Russian art specializing
in the history of Russian Christian icons. This edition is the result of the
main research he has been doing for many years. In this fundamental
work he collected immense amount of material which illuminates the
history of one of the basic iconographic types in the art of Byzantium
and the Christian East.
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CHILDREN’S BOOKS
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[EL LISSITZKY]

[Raskin, B.Z.] Der Milner, di Milnerin un di Milshtayner [i.e. The Miller,
His Wife and Their Millstones]. Kiev: Yidisher Folks Ferlag, 1919. 16 pp.:
ill. 16x12 cm. Original wrappers designed by Lissitzky with integral
illustration on each cover. Fine.
WorldCat
locates copies. in
Getty Research
Institute and
Yale University
Library.

First edition. Extremely rare.
Yiddish children’s book with 11 illustrations by Lissitzky. The KulturLiga in Warsaw reprinted this book in green and red in a slightly larger
format in 1922. It is unusual to find a copy of any of these Yiddish books
without the 1948 «withdrawn» stamps.
Ben Zion Raskin (1880-1930), translator, author of children’s books in
Yiddish.
Lissitzky first work with children’s books happened in the first years
after the revolution. At that time in various cities of the former Russian
Empire there were many very interesting and uniquely designed
children’s books in Yiddish. The desire for renewal of Jewish culture was
due to causes not only aesthetic, but also social. The people, who had
lived quietly and closed in Russia for a long time got equal rights with
others and felt the need to go «... from the darkness of the underground
to the sunlight of the world culture», without losing their national
identity. An important role in this process was supposed to play KulturLige (League of Jewish Culture), founded in 1918 in Kiev. Lissitzky was
one of the founders of that avant-garde formation. He also became
one of the founders of the founders of the avant-garde Jewish book
illustration.
Apter-Gabriel. 92.
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[ M AT C H A N D C A N D L E ]

Lugansky, M. Spichka I svechka. Iz nauchnykh skazok Byurgelya [i.e. A Match
and a Candle. From Scientific Tales of Burgel]. Moscow: G.F. Mirimanov,
1924. 15 pp.: ill. 30x21 cm. In original illustrated lithographed wrappers.
Some wearing, Georgian stamp on the title page, tear of the back cover.
Overall very good.
Rare. One of 10000 copies.
Illustrated by Anatoly Andronov (1869-1947), graphic artist. Studied in
Repin class at Higher Art School at Imperial Academy of Art (which later
became Vkhutemas).
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[ F E D O R A’ S G R I E F ]

Chukovsky, K. Fedorino gore [i.e. Fedora’s Grief]. Leningrad: Raduga,
1926. [16] pp.: ill. 27,8x21,8 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Some
restoration of the spine and last page, some general wearing. Otherwise
a very good copy.
Worldcat locates
only two copies
(New York, USA
and Montreal,
Canada).

Rare first edition. One of 8000 copies.
Illustrated by Vladislav Tvardovsky (1888-1942), Russian Soviet
children’s book graphic artist, was working as animator for last eight
years of his life. This is his most famous book illustrations.
Fedorino Gore - is a chidlren’s fairy tale in verse by Korney Chukosvky
(1882-1969), famous and most popular children’s poet in the Russian
language. Some compare him with American Dr. Seuss as he used
catchy and inventive rhymes and absurd characters. Lines from his
poems have become universal catch-phrases in Russian everyday life.
This particular tale is dedicated to the issue of cleanliness as he did
in one of his most famous poems Moydodyr (see next item). All dishes,
cookware and cutlery ran away from grandmother Fedora (Theodora) as
she was careless about their cleanliness. Fedora started to realize the
horror of the situation, pursued tableware and promised it to change
her attitude towards it. Tableware agreed to return to Fedora.
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[ I L L U S T R AT I O N S B Y Y U RY A N N E N K O V ]

Chukovsky, K. Miydodir. Kharkiv; Odessa: DITVIDAV, 1934. [24] pp.: ill.
29,5x22,5 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Some pages are in the
wrong order. Tear of the few pages. Otherwise a very good/near fine
copy.
Worldcat locates
no copies.

Very rare. Famous poem for children by Korney Chukovsky about a
magical creature by the name Moydodyr (literally «Wash ‘til Holes»). In
Ukrainian, translated by M. Rilsky.
The poem is about a small boy who doesn’t want to wash. His toys
and clothes magically left him, and suddenly an anthropomorphic
washstand appeared - Moydodyr - who was a chief of all soap bars and
sponges and eventually made him take a bath. The poem ends with a
moralistic not on the virtue of hygiene.
In Moydodyr and Fedorino Gore Chukovsky half-mockingly used
light parody on Mayakovsky’s futuristic texts. The very idea of «riot of
things» came from Mayakovsky, and only in Moydodyr Chukovsky used
Mayakovsky’s ‘staircase’.
Illustrated by Yury Annenkov (1889-1974), Russian artist mostly known
for book illustrations and portraits; prominent figure of Russian avantgarde. He was the first illustrator of this tale (1923) and created set of
illustrations, even depicted himself and the author on one illustration.
This set was used regularly by different Soviet publishers even after the
artist emigrated.
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[ I N S T R U C T I O N S F O R C H I L D R E N H O W T O M A K E I L L U S T R AT I O N S
AT H O M E ]

Abramov, A., Kuznetsov, K. Vyrezai, pechatai [i.e. Cut out and Print].
Moscow: Detgiz, 1934. 11 pp.: ill. 21,7х18,5 cm. In original lithographed
wrappers. Near fine.
WorldCat locates
two copies (Getty
and Princeton).

Lithographed edition.
Konstantin Kuznetsov (1886-1943), graphic artist, one of the founders
of the Russian school of children’s book illustration in the 1920s-30s.
This book is dedicated to techniques of printing illustrations at home,
including colored. Some of the illustrations for this book were prepared
by children.

Cover and illustrations. No 73
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[ G I G A N T I C T U R N I P B Y S I M O N O V I C H - E F I M O VA ]

Skazka Repka [i.e. The Gigantic Turnip]. Moscow; Leningrad: Detgiz, 1937.
[12] pp.: ill. 24,5x29 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Tears of the
extremities. Otherwise very good.

Worldcat locates
one copy in
University of
Oxford.

Lithographed edition. Covers and illustrations by Nina SimonovichEfimova (1877-1948), Russian Soviet artists, who worked in etching
and autolithography techniques; one of the creators of the professional
puppet theater in Russia.
The Gigantic Turnip is a children’s folktale of Slavic origin. It is a
cumulative tale where everyone is trying to get out the turnip which
grew up too big. It is included in the Aarne-Thompson classification
system (#2044).
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Not in the
WorldCat.

[ A G R O N O M I C P R O PA G A N D A F O R C H I L D R E N ]

Vysotskaya, O.I. Na vystavku. [i.e. To the Exhibition!] Leningrad:
GIZMESTPROM, [1938]. 18 pp. 22x15 cm. Original illustrated wrappers
and illustrations by A.N. Viktorova. Restoration of the spine.
The first and only edition. A coloring book. On every turn of the page
there’s an image in color and the same image and outline of the same
image opposite for child to color. The first page is colored, the rest are
unfilled.
GIZMESTPROM is translated as ‘The state publishing house for light
industry’. It was mostly printing technical literature, manuals and
instructions. Presumably it only published a handful of children’s books.
The theme of the book is that the animals are getting to the wellknown All-Union Agricultural Exhibition which opened in 1939 to show
the unusually big vegetables they grew.
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[SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS]

Grishashvili, I.G. Bud’te ostorozhny! [i.e. Be Careful!]. Tbilisi: Gor. U.P.O.
NKVD Gruzinskoi SSR, 1944. 18 pp.: ill. 10x15 cm.

Not in the
Worldcat.

Very rare. One of 2000 copies. Lithographed edition.
Poems by I. Grishashvili, plot by Z. Pachkoria, illustrations by L.
Gilchevskaya.
Visual poetic safety regulations for children in Russian (title in Russian
and Georgian).
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[ H A N D M A D E C H I L D R E N ’ S M AG A Z I N E ]

Nash zhurnal “Yunye druzia” [i.e. Our Magazine “Young Friends”] / sotrudniki
zhurnala [i.e. employees of the magazine]: Tekik Reihard, Vanya Egorov,
Olushek Dvezhitskaya Marisya Burzi, Tasya Egorieva [and others]. N.p.:
“Strela”, [1924]. [15] pp. 35,5x22 cm. In colored illustrated wrappers.
Text block sewed together with white thread. Text is typewritten. Tears,
stains, covers not attached to the block. Otherwise good.
Unique example of children’s samizdat. There are table of contents, two
stories, a riddle, a poem, a retelling of the Turkish tale, a rebus, legend
translated from German, a humor story, an exercise.
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[ KO R A N I N R U S S I A N ]

Koran Magometa, perevedennyy s arabskogo na frantsuzskiy perevodchikom
frantsuzskogo posol’stva v Persii, Kazimirskim : S primech. i zhizneopisaniyem
Magometa [i.e. The Quran of Mohammed, translated from Arabic to French
translator of the French embassy in Persia, Kazimirsky: With annotation
and a biography of Mohammed / S fr. per. K. Nikolaev]. 2nd ed. Moscow:
Shamov K., 1865. XXXIV, 468, XVI pp. 24x13 cm. Contemporary half
leather. Occasional foxing. Otherwise very good.
The second edition of the Russian translation by Nikolaev. He was
translating from French – using the version of «Quran» by Albert
Kazimirski de Biberstein that he’s made in 1840. This translation into
Russian became most classical and was used for almost 100 years –
first edition came out in 1864, than this one followed and later was
printed in 1876, 1880, 1901.
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[ F E M A L E E D U C AT I O N ]

Sbornik na pomoshch’ uchashchimsya zhenshchinam [i.e. The Collection
of the Stories to Help Female Education Consisting of Stories Written by
Female Authors, Pictures of Drawings and Illustrations by Female Artists].
Moscow: Kushnerev, 1901. VI, 386, II pp., 8 ill. 26x17 cm. Contemporary
quarter-leather. Wrapper preserved. Good clean copy.
The book was compiled by Zinaida Ivanova (1865-1913) Russian
publicist, educator and feminist. The reason for it was to collect money
for the fund of female education. A lot of prominent Russian artists and
artists of the time participated - from Elizaveta Byom (famous for her
silhouettes drawings) and Elena Samokish-Sudkovskaya (illustrator) to
writers Belarussian born Eliza Orzeszkowa and Zinaida Gippius one of
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the well-known poets of Russian Silver Age. Overall it features 46
contributors of which the majority have a short bio with a photos and a
facsimile of the signature.
Every short story and drawing in the book was written specially for the
collection and appeared for the first time in print.
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[GLINKA & BILIBIN]

Ruslan i Lyudmila. Volshebnaya opera v 5 deistviyakh. Syuzhet zaimstvovan
iz poemy A. Pushkina. Muzyka M. Glinki / Pod red. M. Balakireva i S.
Lyapunova [i.e. Ruslan and Ludmila. A Fairy Opera in 5 acts. The plot is
adopted from Pushkin’s poem. Music by M. Glinka / Edited by M. Balakirev
and S. Lyapunov]. Moscow; Leipzig: P. Yurgenson, [1906]. 255 pp.: music.
30,5x24 cm. Contemporary bright red binder’s cloth with title in gold
and decoration in color (art nouveau style) on the front board and
blind decorative border and binder’s name on the back board. Original
illustrated front cover is preserved. Endpapers are of paper with
decorative ornament. Sprinkled edges. Owner’s signature on the title
page (1909), publisher’s stamp on the title page, spine tarnished, light
rubbing to the corners of the spine, red stain on the lower edge close to
the spine. Otherwise a neat clean near fine copy.
This is a two-hand piano reduction of Mikhail Glinka’s (1804-1857) opera
Ruslan and Ludmila with full text by S. Lyapunov. Title-page, contents
and text in Russian and German. Original front cover is illustrated by
well-known illustrator Ivan Bilibin.
The work on the opera started in 1837 and continued for 5 years.
Because of Pushkin’s death Glinka didn’t have a libretto to start to work
on opera. The premiere took place in 1842 in St. Petersburg.
Glinka’s works were mostly published by Pyotr Ivanovich Yurgenson
(1836-1904) as he was the founder of the biggest and finest Russian
music publishing house before the revolution. After composer’s death
Yurgenson bought rights to his unpublished and unknown works. In
the beginning of the 20th century he was preparing an anniversary
collection of Glinka’s compositions, and when he died in 1903 M.
Balakirev and S. Lyapunov took over preparations. Into collection they
included new reductions, both orchestral and piano (like in this edition).
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was invited to provide art work for editions of Life for the Tsar and
Ruslan and Ludmila.
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